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Foreword

Whenever I begin a speech, I pose four questions to the audience and ask them to raise their hands
if the answer to a question is “yes.” How would you answer?

In your personal or professional life in the past two months, when trying to fix a problem or
to research or buy a product, have you 

1. responded to a direct mail advertisement? 

2. consulted magazines, newspapers, TV, or radio? 

3. used Google or another search engine?

4. electronically contacted a friend, colleague, or family member who responded with a
Web URL that you then visited?

Over the course of a year, in front of more than ten thousand people from many dozens of
groups including college students, marketing professionals, and executives at Fortune 500 com-
panies, the answers were surprisingly consistent. Between 5 percent and 20 percent of people
answer each of the first two questions affirmatively. These answers mean that the ways most com-
panies have historically reached people—advertising, direct mail, and pleas to the mainstream
media for coverage—are only effective in reaching a small portion of potential customers. How-
ever, between 80 percent and 100 percent of people raise their hands to indicate that they have
used a search engine to find a solution to a problem or to research a product or that they have
checked out a Web site suggested by a friend, colleague, or family member. Clearly, creating
effective Web sites that are indexed by search engines is critical for any business.

Unlike nontargeted, in-your-face, interruption-based advertising, search engine results are
content that people actually want to see. How cool is that? Rather than forcing you to convince
people to pay attention to your products and services by dreaming up messages and ad campaigns,
search engines deliver interested buyers right to your company’s virtual doorstep. This is a mar-
keter’s dream-come-true.



However, most marketers don’t know how to harness this exciting form of marketing. Their
most common mistake is to spend way too much time worrying about the keywords and phrases
they want to optimize for and not enough time creating great content on their site—content that
search engines will reward with lots of traffic and that visitors will find useful. And nearly all
organizations are terrible at building an effective landing page, the place people end up when they
click on a search hit. Too often, buyers arrive at a site only to wonder what they’re supposed to do
now. It’s like the outdoor part of a Hollywood movie set. Sure it’s a beautiful facade, but if you
actually went through the front door, you’d find nothing there.

Okay, so that’s the bad news. The good news is that these common problems are easily
solved. Search Engine Marketing, Inc. shows you how, with a step-by-step process and in an
engaging and approachable style. Mike and Bill understand that search engine marketing calls for
a delicate blend of art and science, and they’ll help you incorporate both aspects into your own
search strategies. 

My copy of the first edition of Search Engine Marketing, Inc. is ratty and dog-eared from
extensive use. It’s full of coffee stains and my own scribbled notes. Because it so effectively
demystifies search engine marketing and provides such practical advice for success, I turn to it
again and again and recommend it to audiences worldwide. This book is not academic blather or
geeky techno-speak; it’s an approachable and digestible guide chock-full of real-life examples.

I’ve been eagerly awaiting this new edition, particularly the new material on social media. I
know Mike’s and Bill’s ideas will continue to generate business for me, and they’ll do the same
for you. If you follow the ideas in Search Engine Marketing, Inc. you’ll drive more traffic to your
site and convert more visitors into customers. 

—David Meerman Scott
Bestselling author of The New Rules of Marketing and PR
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Preface

Search marketing demands a curious mix of business, writing, and technical skills. No matter
what skills you have, you probably have some of the skills needed to succeed, but not all of them.
This book will fill the gaps.

If you possess marketing skills, or you have a sales or other business background, you will
quickly see the ways that search marketing draws on your previous experience, but you will also
learn how it is different. Like any form of marketing, you will focus on the target markets you
want to reach—in this case, searchers looking for certain words. You will segment those markets.
You will realize that your Web pages are your marketing communications materials. You might
see parallels to direct marketing as we relentlessly measure our success, or perhaps you will see
the possibilities for search marketing to burnish your brand image. Regardless, like all marketing,
you will learn to design your search marketing program to meet your company’s larger goals.
Unlike other forms of marketing, search marketing is not designed to interrupt people with an
advertising message. Successful search marketing meets people at their point of need. When
searchers want something, you must be ready to satisfy them with what they want, even if you
would prefer to sell them something else.

As critical as marketers are to success, search marketing is, at its core, a writer’s medium.
Like direct marketing, a well-crafted message is critical to enticing a searcher to click your page.
Once at your site, the words on your page also influence whether the prospective customer buys
your product or abandons your site. But search marketing relies on skilled writing to an even
greater extent, because the search engines choose the pages they show based on words. You will
learn how to write the words that your customers and the search engines are looking for. If you
are a writer, you will find search marketing a challenge like none you have ever seen, but one that
can reward your company richly.



If you have technical skills, you are needed, too. Search marketing depends on your Web
site’s design and operation. Many commonly used Web technologies stop search marketing cold.
You will find that search marketing is similar to other technical projects—you must understand
the requirements so that you can develop the solution. You need to develop a business case to see
the value so the work can be prioritized and funded for your busy IT team. You will need a project
plan to execute on schedule. You will have standards and operational procedures that keep the
system running smoothly. If you are a Webmaster, a Web developer, or any kind of technologist,
your skills are vital to search marketing success.

If you are looking for a book about the secrets of search marketing, this book does have a
few. However, they might be secrets of a surprising kind. Some people think of search marketing
as an arcane pursuit where you need to know the “tricks” to get search engines to show your site.
But those tricks are not the secrets of search marketing—you do not need tricks to succeed. What
you really need is a firm understanding of how search marketing works, a methodology to plan
your search marketing program, and the information required to execute it. The biggest secret of
search marketing is that knowledge, hard work, and flawless execution are all you need. This
book shows you how to get all three.

In Part 1, we cover the basics of search marketing. What is search marketing? Why is it so
difficult? How do search engines and search marketing work? And what are searchers looking for
anyway? Marketers and writers will learn more about search technology. Technologists will be
exposed to the opportunity search marketing offers your company. You will all learn how to seg-
ment searchers based on their behavior, so you will know what they want from your site. Part 1
will teach you all the background you need to formulate a custom search marketing program for
your company—which is what you will do in Part 2.

Part 2 takes you step by step through developing a proposal for your own search marketing
program. You will learn how to identify the goals of your Web site and measure your current suc-
cess in meeting them. You will learn how well you are doing at search marketing today and how
much it is worth to do better. We show you how to estimate your costs, choose your strategy, and
get your proposed program approved by your executives and by all the folks in your company who
you need on your side. Because search marketing demands cooperation from so many people in
your company, we show you proven ways to get each kind of person to work hard on your program.

Part 3 explores all the details you need to execute your program. Every Web site poses dif-
ferent challenges to a search marketing program. You will learn how to diagnose problems on
your site and correct them. We teach you methodologies for every part of the search marketing
process that you can apply to your own business. And we explain how to measure everything in
your program so that you can improve the operation of your program every day.

Because search marketing undergoes change each year, we’ve thoroughly updated every
chapter in this second edition to reflect changes in the industry. But Part 4 also adds two entirely
new chapters, with one covering multimedia and social media, and the other teaching you to
apply your search skills to improve the search facility on your own Web site.
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Throughout the book, you will see icons that signify special material on two important sub-
jects. The first, shown at the left, is the spam alert icon, which warns you about overly clever
tricks that pose a real danger to your search marketing campaign. You are probably familiar with
e-mail spam, when you get unwanted messages in your inbox, but search marketing has its own
meaning for spam—any technique that is designed mainly to fool the search engines to gain an
untoward advantage. That is an overly broad definition, but we explain exactly where the ethical
lines are drawn every time you see this icon. Spam can be hazardous to the health of your search
marketing program, because search engines have rules to control search marketing behavior—
when you break the rules, you will suffer the consequences. Whenever you see this icon, you will
know that there is a line that you cross at your own peril.

You will also see, shown at the left, the global tip icon, which alerts you about techniques
that are especially relevant to international search marketing campaigns. Most of the advice in
this book is pitched to an audience of U.S. companies and companies using Google, Yahoo!
Search, and other English-language worldwide search engines. You will learn, however, that
searchers in many countries use search engines specific to that country, and that your non-English
content sometimes has special issues that must be addressed. We highlight those areas in the book
for you. Whether your Web site serves international visitors now, or you are considering doing so
in the future, these tips are important for you.

No matter what your background, you are already partially prepared to become a search
marketer. In this book, you will learn why it is so important to form a team of skills outside your
own. Marketers, writers, technologists, and folks from other fields must collaborate to make
search marketing work. You will find out why it is that the larger your Web site, the harder that
collaboration can be—but you will also learn how to pull it off. Your business can coordinate
these diverse skills to create a successful search marketing program. You just need to know how.

Whether you have been turned off in the past by experts selling quick-fix voodoo or you
have just found search marketing too complicated or too intimidating, put that behind you. This
book explains everything you need to know in simple terms that you can understand no matter
what your experience. If you can use a Web browser, you can learn search marketing.

Every day, more and more business is done on the Web. And, increasingly, people looking
to do business start with a search. Remember, if they can’t find you, they can’t buy from you. Dis-
cover how your company can be found.
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C H A P T E R 3

How Search
Marketing Works

Now that you know how search engines work, it’s time to learn how to work them. How do you
get your site prominently shown? What are your options? What does it all cost? How fast can it
start working? In this chapter, we show you what is on the search menu and help you decide what
to order. This chapter covers the following topics:

• Organic search. Search engines find the most relevant match for the searcher’s query.
You, the search marketer, optimize your pages, wait for the spiders to come (or pay to
send your content), and see your pages in the organic listings. Google is the best-known
organic search engine, but many local and shopping search engines also provide results
based on query relevance.

• Directory listings. A directory lists the Web sites it deems most closely related to a sub-
ject in its subject category list. You submit your site to human editors to be shown under
the right subject category. Yahoo! Directory is the oldest and best-known directory, with
Open Directory the main challenger.

• Paid placement. Search engines show listings from advertisers paying for their spot in
the results. You bid against others to place your listing or advertisement at the top of the
results. Yahoo! Sponsored Search and Google AdWords are the two most popular pro-
grams. Most search engines shows paid placement listings as “Sponsor Listings.”

No matter what your budget is or what kind of site you have, you can create an effective
search marketing program using these techniques. Let’s dig into organic search first.



Organic Search
Organic search refers to the way search engines find the most relevant match to a searcher’s
query. Organic search results are driven purely by the relevance of the matches to the query words
that the searcher entered, and are not influenced by any payments made to the search engine by
search marketers. Google provides organic search results, but so do many other search engines
that you might not think of, including shopping search engines (such as Shopping.com) and spe-
cialty engines (such as Orbitz, the travel site, at www.orbitz.com).

Search marketers use many techniques to improve their site’s organic search results—these
techniques are frequently referred to as search engine optimization (SEO). For some organiza-
tions, organic search is by far the least expensive of all search marketing techniques, but for oth-
ers it can be frightfully expensive, demanding costly technology or content changes. Let’s look at
the basic steps for organic search:

1. Get your pages in the search index. Pages missing from the index cannot be found by
searchers, so you need to get as many of your site’s pages into the index as possible. To
get your pages indexed, most search engines send spiders to your site, but most shop-
ping search engines require that you send them your data in a trusted feed. If spiders are
having trouble indexing your pages, you might need to make changes to your site so that
they can succeed. No matter what it takes, you must get your content indexed.

2. Choose the right keywords. You must figure out what words searchers are typing in.
Later in this book, we show you how you do that, but for now, you just need to under-
stand that different searchers use different queries to try to find the same thing, and that
they use different approaches in a shopping search engine than in Google. To discover
the keywords that you should target, you can do the work yourself, hire a consultant to
help you do it, or have the consultant do it for you.

3. Optimize your content. After you have deduced what people are looking for, you can
tune your content to match. Again, we get into the details of how you do that later. Just
remember that you have to update your content to match what searchers are looking for.
To optimize your content, you can do it yourself, or you can hire a consultant to help you
do it.

Sometimes these steps can be simple, but often there are so many approaches to improve
organic search that decision-making can be difficult. Later in this book, we explore these
approaches in depth so you can decide which ones are right for you. For now, let’s just look at
how different options have different price tags.

What It Costs
Organic search is an interesting search marketing technique, because utilizing the technique can
cost nothing, or it can be expensive, depending on the situation you are in and what you decide to
do about it.
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It is possible that your site might already be well represented in search indexes and might
already rank well in organic search for many queries. If so, it might be inexpensive to improve
your results even more, by choosing more keywords to sprinkle into your content, for example. If
your site has few pages indexed and is missing in action in the search results, however, optimiz-
ing your content for organic search can be a daunting prospect—it can be complicated and expen-
sive to make the changes required.

With organic search, you do not need to optimize every page on your site (although that is
great to do)—you need only optimize the pages that you want returned for the keywords you are
targeting. One reason you might shy away from optimizing every page is that it can be expensive
to do. Figure 3-1 shows you the range of prices you should expect to pay to optimize your pages.
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Figure 3-1 Organic search costs. Use these averages to estimate your costs to optimize
some of your pages.

Source: Marketing Sherpa (October 2003)

The biggest costs for organic search come from hiring search marketing consultants,
changing the content and technology of your site, and paying for inclusion of your pages in the
search index.

Search Marketing Consultants

If you need expert advice on choosing keywords, optimizing your content, or getting your pages
indexed, it does not come cheap. If you want to start small, you might find some search market-
ing firms that will help you optimize a few pages for important keywords for between $5,000 and
$20,000. Conversely, if you need a consultant to thoroughly address problems in a large site,
expect to pay hundreds of thousands per year.

If your budget allows it, however, you can benefit greatly from hiring an expert to jump-
start your organic search marketing program. Your site’s problems in search are lowering your



revenue, and every day they are not fixed is more money down the drain. It can be cost-effective
to accelerate your efforts by using an expert who gets more visitors coming to your site quickly.

Under normal circumstances, however, it is not absolutely necessary to use consultants.
You and your team can learn enough to do it yourself. Just keep in mind that it will take you con-
siderably longer to move up the learning curve on your own, which may not be cost-effective
based on your available budget and the business opportunities that you are losing each day. It is a
big decision to hire (or decide not to hire) a search marketing consultant. Chapter 8, “Define Your
Search Marketing Strategy,” walks you through the process.

Content and Technology Changes

What you spend for your organization’s own resources to make content and technology changes
to your site is usually your largest expense for organic search marketing. Figure 3-1 provides a
rule of thumb for how much it costs, but it varies widely from Web site to Web site. Part 3 of this
book is devoted to diagnosing search problems and helping you correct them.

Although you are unsure of exactly what it will cost, it does not have to be scary. You
probably do not know how much it costs to update your site to introduce a new line of products,
or to acquire another company, or to support a new advertising campaign, but these are business
decisions that are made every day in every company. The Web team knows that it is part of its
job to support these initiatives—whatever it takes is just a cost of doing business. Your biggest
job will be to make search marketing just another part of the Web team’s job—just another
everyday cost of running your Web site. Chapter 9, “Sell Your Search Marketing Proposal,”
tackles how you convince the Web team to take that on. After you are successful, and the Web
team makes search-related changes every day, you still will not know how much it costs, but at
least it will be happening.

Organic search success usually requires fine-tuning to allow spiders to crawl your pages
and to ensure your pages are found by the right search queries. If your site has a small number of
HTML pages, updating the content is not pricey. If you have a huge dynamically generated site,
however, it can be expensive to fix the technology so that spiders can see those dynamic pages. In
addition to changes required by spiders, shopping search engines (and some others) depend on
your data being sent to them, which forces you to write or buy a program that does that. On top of
that, you always need to update your content to provide proper keyword prominence and density
to get high rankings. All these content and technology changes cost money.

Content changes are typically less costly and easier to manage than technology changes. It
is expected that content will be constantly updated, so if you can convince your Web team to
write with search engines in mind, they will do that as a matter of course. It is not any more
expensive to write a new page that includes mentions of the important search keywords for that
page. Technology changes, however, are not so easy.

Many Web sites inadvertently make it difficult for spiders to index their pages. In Chapter
10, “Get Your Site Indexed,” we work through the most common site design problems and the
technology changes required to correct them. Usually, they require some kind of technology
change, for example:
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• We must change the commerce URLs so that they do not have so many dynamic
parameters.

• We have to update the content management system so that writers can modify the titles
and descriptions for every page.

• We have to modify the metadata template for all HTML pages so that we do not block the
spider from crawling each page.

• We need to change the menus in the left navigation bar so that they do not require
JavaScript.

• We must remove session identifiers from the URLs.

Don’t worry if you don’t understand the list. That’s the point, actually. Every item in that
list is something that your technology folks might need to do to fix your site so that spiders can
crawl your pages. (And we cover many more, too.)

It is possible that your site suffers from few or even none of these technology problems. If
so, organic search optimization will likely be inexpensive. If your site suffers from some of these
problems, however, it can be expensive to get them fixed. Technology projects can be costly, hard
to manage, and slow to complete. It is not unheard of for a large company to spend millions of
dollars over several years to eradicate all of these organic search problems.

Inclusion Programs

Now that you know about how spiders can be blocked from seeing your site, thus freezing your
pages out of search indexes, you might wonder if there is a way for you to guarantee that your
pages be indexed. To fill that need, search engines pioneered paid inclusion, where search
engines charged search marketers for that guaranteed indexing. But Microsoft ended its paid
inclusion a few years back, with the last holdout, Yahoo!, ending its program in 2009.

Today, inclusion programs no longer guarantee that pages will be indexed, but the good
news is that they are free, based on the Sitemap standard (www.sitemaps.org). That standard is
honored by all of the major search engines, and provides numerous ways for you to tell the search
engines about your pages.

While Sitemaps help your pages get into the search engines' indexes, it does nothing to help
your pages rank higher in the search results. Pages indexed by crawling and those indexed
through Sitemaps both have equal opportunities to be the #1 search result.

There is still one last bastion of paid inclusion—shopping search. Most shopping search
engines require that you send a trusted feed to them that includes your entire product catalog,
and that you pay them for the privilege. We cover all inclusion programs in detail in Chapter 10,
but for now, just realize that inclusion programs provide one more way to get your pages indexed
so that searchers can find them.
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The Benefits and Challenges
Despite the wide disparity in what an organic search marketing effort can cost, no search mar-
keter can skip organic search. Organic search is critical to any search marketing program, even if
you also use other search marketing techniques. But organic search offers a unique set of benefits
and challenges.

Highly Qualified Visitors Will Come to Your Site

Organic searchers who click your pages are highly qualified visitors to your site. They are much
more likely to make a purchase than some other kinds of visitors you receive.

To understand why, think about the motivation of visitors reaching your site from a suc-
cessful banner ad. Those visitors set out to find some information (possibly on a subject wholly
unrelated to your site), and while reading that article, spot your ad. Intrigued, they click through
to your site. These visitors are far less qualified than searchers because they did not start out with
interest in your products. You can build the interest and still make the sale, but that is a lot harder
to do than to sell to someone already interested.

In contrast, searchers initiate their search on a subject related to your organization’s site.
That’s why the search engine shows your page in the results. Those searchers want to learn about
what your site can tell them. You are far more likely to sell to search visitors than to someone who
clicks a banner ad, simply because searchers might intend to buy whereas banner visitors were
doing something else when you caught their eye. People using shopping search engines, as you
might expect, are especially likely to buy.

Visitors clicking directory listings to your site fall somewhere in between banner ad visitors
and searchers as to how qualified they are. Some might be as motivated as searchers, but others
are just surfing around when your listing gets their attention.

Searchers who click paid placements are qualified, too, but searchers trust organic results
more, and are more likely to act on them. As discussed in Chapter 4, “How Searchers Work,” many
searchers focus on organic results to the exclusion of the paid listings on the page. Your site must
appear in organic results to attract those searchers. But this benefit of appearing in the organic
results leads to a challenge, because it is not easy to get your page ranked #1 in organic results.

With paid placement, for example, anyone with a big enough budget can buy the #1 paid
result, and they will get visitors to click through to their site. Organic search, in contrast, can
require a lot of effort in modifying content and technology on your site, and no one can guarantee
when (or if) it will pay off in higher-qualified visitors. That’s the basic organic search challenge.

You Can Do It on a Budget

Although scary problems exist that can make organic search a challenge for some Web sites,
there are ways to succeed at organic search inexpensively. Your site probably has many pages in
the search index already, and you can tune the content for these pages to rank higher and draw
more traffic.
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Moreover, the work that you do on organic search lasts. Paid placement success stops the
minute you stop paying the search engines. After you optimize an organic page, however, you can
continue to get high rankings with little work for a long time.

Despite organic search’s low cost in some situations, we cannot emphasize enough that
some situations can make organic search an expensive proposition. Chapter 7, “Measure Your
Search Marketing Success,” shows you how to assess the situation in which you find yourself.

What You Do Works Across Search Engines

Unlike paid placement, where an ad listed with Yahoo! does not appear in Google, most organic
search techniques work across all search engines. Whatever you do to allow Google’s spider to
crawl your site will probably also help the Ask.com spider. Similarly, improving your keyword
prominence and density helps your pages rank higher in all search engines. Just by its nature,
organic search tends to require the same techniques for all search engines.

Beyond this natural tendency, currently only four organic search technologies are used by
the major worldwide search engines, as shown in Table 3-1. That is a big change from a few years
ago, when there were a dozen technologies around. With a dozen technologies, it was rarely
worth pursuing any organic search technique that worked for only one technology. Now, with
only four technologies in the game, it can be worthwhile to do things that affect only one technol-
ogy, because numerous search engines use each technology. 
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Table 3-1 Organic search technology. Ask.com, Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! are the
suppliers of organic search technology to all major organic search engines.

Search Technology Syndication

Ask.com Ask.com

Excite

Iwon

Teoma

Google AOL Search

Google

Microsoft Bing Bing

Yahoo! Search Yahoo!

AlltheWeb

AltaVista



How to Get Started
Organic search is probably the easiest search marketing technique to get started with, because
you are already started. It is highly likely that spiders already crawl your site, placing your pages
in their indexes. If you search for your company’s name, your home page might already be shown
high in the list.

So what does it really mean to get started with organic search? It goes back to the basic
steps laid out earlier:

1. Get your pages in the search index. Nothing else you do will matter if your pages are not
in the search index. Chapter 10 teaches you how to get them there.

2. Choose the right keywords. To get serious about organic search, you need to focus on the
queries searchers use that should find your site. There are many ways to do that, all
detailed in Chapter 11, “Choose Your Target Keywords.”

3. Optimize your content. To rank well for popular queries, you need to ensure that your
pages contain the words in the queries, and have them in the right numbers, sprinkled in
the right places. Chapter 12, “Optimize Your Content,” shows you how.

Organic search is critical to any search marketing plan. Because it requires a great deal of
expertise to succeed, most of the rest of this book shows you how. However, there are also other
techniques for you to learn, starting with directory listings.

Directory Listings
Directory listings were the first of the paid vehicles within search and are commonly done at a
site known as a directory—a site typically maintained by human editors who list Web sites by
their subject. Figure 3-2 shows that someone looking for information can sometimes find things
more easily by navigating directories than by searching. Searchers looking for “hospital white-
board” might find nothing useful, but by following directory links find exactly what they are
looking for.

Directory listings typically guarantee you a blurb about your Web site (or a part of your
Web site), with no promise of where you will show up in the list (top? bottom? middle of the
pack?) or how many people will click your link. The directory’s editors decide what subject cate-
gory to use for your site, although you can request a specific category. Most organizations get just
one link from a single category to their site’s home page, but medium-to-large companies that
have Web pages on multiple subjects can get multiple directory listings.

Yahoo! was the original directory, and is still the most important. Although Yahoo! has
expanded as a company into many other pursuits, ranging from organic search to e-mail to shop-
ping, the Yahoo! Directory was how it all started. None of the other paid directories are critical for
search marketers to target nowadays because they have plummeted in popularity.
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Figure 3-2 Using directory listings. Sometimes people can find what they want using a direc-
tory when searching for the same thing would end in failure.

Searching for “hospital whiteboards” yields poor results . . .

. . . but choosing the Business
directory link leads to the Office
Supplies and Equipment link,
which in turn leads to Dry-
Erase Boards link . . .

. . . which shows a list of manufacturers that
might sell a hospital whiteboard.
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One free entrant, Open Directory (www.dmoz.org), uses volunteers as editors and is the
only competitor to Yahoo! Directory worth spending any time on. Open Directory is also referred
to as ODP (Open Directory Project), but its most interesting alias is DMOZ (Directory Mozilla),
so named because it is the open source directory counterpart to the open source Mozilla browser.

Directories frequently syndicate their results to many sites. Yahoo! shows its directory at
several search sites, including Yahoo! itself, AlltheWeb (www.alltheweb.com), and AltaVista
(www.altavista.com). Almost all search engines show Open Directory results, including Google
(as its Google Directory) and AOL Search. Remember, however, that far fewer searchers use
directories than use search queries.

Directories are an inexpensive way to get attention for your site, and they help your search
result rankings, too, just as links from any well-respected sites do. Search marketers need to tar-
get Yahoo! Directory and Open Directory in their plans—in fact, getting a directory listing is
often the first thing to do when starting out with search marketing. Let’s take a closer look at how
directories can be part of your search strategy.

What It Costs
Open Directory is free. For the longest time, Yahoo! Directory was, too, but today Yahoo! offers
free directory listings only for nonprofit organizations. Yahoo! charges an annual fee for every
directory listing by a for-profit business.

Currently, Yahoo! charges $299 for a site submission ($600 for “adult” sites), which guar-
antees only that your site will be reviewed. That means Yahoo! charges you, and then it examines
your site to decide whether it will be listed. If your site is rejected, the money is not refunded,
even though your site is not listed.

When accepted as a Site Listing, your Web site is ranked in alphabetic order by your orga-
nization’s name. The $299 fee covers the review and a one-year listing. If you fail to renew your
listing in 12 months, it is deleted. 

If many people click your link, it might be added to a special Most Popular list that is
shown above the alphabetic site listings. If your site is not popular, you might be able to upgrade
a Site Listing to a Sponsor Listing that shows your site above the alphabetic list (in addition to its
place in the alphabetic list) for between $50 and $300 per month, depending on the category.
Yahoo! Directory limits the number of Sponsor Listings it accepts, so you might already be shut
out by your competitors. In Figure 3-3, you can see an example of a company that upgraded to a
Sponsor Listing.

Although Open Directory is free, you might find that you pay for it in other ways—namely,
your time. You need to be patient waiting for the editors to consider your site, and you might need
to follow up several times to finally get their attention. For some, saving $300 is not worth the
aggravation.
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Figure 3-3 High-visibility directory listings. You can upgrade to a Sponsor Listing in Yahoo!
Directory to be displayed at the top of the heap.

Reproduced with permission of Yahoo! Inc. © 2008 by Yahoo! Inc. YAHOO! and the YAHOO! logo are
trademarks of Yahoo! Inc.

The Benefits and Challenges
It is wise for a search marketer to pursue directory listings, both paid (Yahoo! Directory) and free
(Open Directory) for several reasons, including the following:

• Increased traffic. Although Web users have gravitated more to full-text search the past
few years, a sizable amount of traffic still pours in from directory listings. Web users still
use directories in large numbers, and your site benefits from those extra visitors.
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• Improved search rankings. As discussed in Chapter 2, “How Search Engines Work,” one
of the ways search engines decide which pages to show first is by analyzing links to each
matching page. Links to your site from a reputable directory are influential because your
site passed a human editor’s quality test. Search engines weigh links from Yahoo! Direc-
tory and Open Directory heavily when ranking search results—we cover this topic in
depth in Chapter 13, “Attract Links to Your Site.” It is possible that Sponsor Listings and
Most Popular links, because they add extra links to your page, might help search rank-
ings above what the alphabetic Site Listing link brings.

• Simplicity. Unlike many search marketing techniques, directory listings are simple. You
can submit exactly the wording that you want to appear in your blurb—you have no
pesky content or technology changes to make to your site—and no technical expertise is
required.

• Low cost. For most businesses, $300 is a small price to pay for the benefits that paid list-
ings provide, and an Open Directory entry is free. Almost any other search marketing
technique costs more, so this is often the best way to start your search marketing.

Although it is always a good idea for your Web site to get listed in directories, beware of a
few pitfalls:

• Lack of responsiveness. Yahoo! Directory responds to paid submissions within seven
days, but makes no promises for free (nonprofit) submissions. Likewise, Open Directory
has no committed turnaround time for your submissions. To make matters worse, some
companies have complained that when they have been listed under the wrong category, it
took weeks to get Yahoo! to correct the error, and Open Directory is even slower.

• Editorial changes. Although you can submit under any subject category, and you can
send in any words that you want used, sometimes directory editors wield their red pens.
What shows up in the listing is what the editor put there, even though it might not be
what you wanted (or might not even be accurate).

• Limited exposure. Whereas organic search can bring up any page on your site, directories
link just to the home page of most businesses. Larger Web sites might be granted a dozen
entries under different subject categories, and large, popular Web sites might have a hun-
dred links, but that is about the limit. You cannot easily point someone deep within your
site the way organic search can. Moreover, fewer visitors will come to your site from
directories than from search engines.

Despite the challenges, paid directory listings are among the best investments you can
make, and the steps to get them are simple.
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CASE STUDY: GETTING MULTIPLE DIRECTORY LISTINGS

If one directory listing for your company is good, wouldn’t 20 be better? Yes, but the
directories do not usually hand out so many. They are directories of Web sites, and
typically list only the home page of a site under its appropriate category.
WebMD, the popular health information site (www.webmd.com), believed it had a case
for multiple directory entries because it has more than 100 disease and illness condi-
tion centers, each with hundreds of pages of information.
WebMD submitted 25 of its condition-center URLs to Yahoo! Directory (paying the
fees) and was granted a directory listing for each one. But the Open Directory editors
were tougher. Open Directory rarely provides a Web site with multiple listings. WebMD
spent six months working with the editors in various categories in Open Directory,
arguing that each condition center was equal in quality to the Web sites that were
already listed in the categories.
Persistence paid off. Soon, WebMD had about 50 Open Directory listings.

How to Get Started
There are three steps to get listed in a directory:

1. You submit your site. To submit to Open Directory or Yahoo! Directory, you navigate to
the subject category that best describes your site, and then click the Suggest URL link
(Open Directory) or Suggest a Site link (Yahoo! Directory), as shown in Figure 3-4.

2. Editors review your site. When the editors review your submission, they examine all of
the information in your submission form and visit your live site.

3. Editors list your site. If your site checks out, it will be listed. The editors choose exactly
which subject category your site is listed under, and they edit the words in your blurb.
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Typically sites are accepted, but if your site does not clearly identify your company, cannot
be viewed by all Web browsers, is under construction, or is not available all the time, it might be
rejected for a listing. Yahoo! reserves the right to reject sites for other reasons, too, but it rarely
does.

Whereas Yahoo! Directory promises turnaround to paid submissions within a week,
Open Directory uses volunteer editors who review thousands of submissions each month. 
It usually takes months for an Open Directory submission to be accepted as a listing, but do 
not resubmit if you get impatient—that just moves you to the end of the line.

Paid Placement
By now, you have gotten a taste for the difficulty of revamping your site to garner organic search
traffic. Although it pays off handsomely, organic search success takes skill, effort, and time. Paid
search seems far easier. Select a keyword, plunk down your credit card, and overnight you have
the #1 search position! It can work that way—if you know what you are doing. Let’s explore paid
placement, the fast (and sometimes easier) method of paying your way to the top.

Paid placement is where the action is, generating nearly $5 billion of ad revenue for search
engines just in the United States. Google makes 95 percent of its revenue from paid advertising.

Paid placement has been described as a cross between day trading and direct marketing.
Most paid placement requires bidding against other search marketers to win the top spot for
your site. Bidding can be intense, changing every second as companies jockey for position.
Every word in your listing matters—making the difference between an ad that gets clicked and
one that does not.

Every search engine displays paid placement results differently, but most search engines
distinguish paid placement ads from the organic results (usually calling them sponsored listings)
and display them above and to the right of the organic results. Figure 3-5 shows how Google dis-
plays paid placement ads for a search for “notebook computers”—other search engines use a sim-
ilar treatment.

Nearly every search engine displays paid placement ads, but most search marketers need to
place ads with just three of them—Bing,Yahoo!, and Google. These three companies carry 97 per-
cent of paid placement ads. (As we write this, Yahoo! still uses its own paid placement program,
but has announced plans to move to the Microsoft adCenter paid placement engine in all countries
over time, pending regulatory approval.) Table 3-2 shows a list of paid placement competitors.
Each one has different fees and restrictions on the content it accepts, and each one has different
search engines that display its results.
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Table 3-2 Paid placement programs. Google and Yahoo! are the leaders, but there are also
other choices for paid placement.

Search Program URL Activation Content Syndication
Engine Fee Restrictions

Google AdWords adwords.google.com $5 Adult and gambling Google
AOL
Ask.com
Netscape

Yahoo! Sponsored searchmarketing.yahoo. $50 Adult and gambling Yahoo!
Search com/srch Alta Vista

Bing Microsoft adcenter.microsoft.com $5 Objectionable Bing
adCenter and illegal terms

MIVA MIVA www.miva.com $50 Objectionable CNET Search
Pay-Per and illegal Search.com
-Click terms InfoSpace

Kanoodle Keyword www.kanoodle.com $50 Objectionable USA Today
Target and illegal terms MSNBC
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Figure 3-5 Paid placement results. Google presents paid placement results at the top and
right of its results page.
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As mentioned, Google and Yahoo! have by far the greatest traffic for paid placement, but
other competitors are not giving up. Microsoft launched adCenter in the United States in 2006
and continues to expand to other countries. FindWhat and Espotting merged to form MIVA
(www.miva.com), combining Espotting’s focus in Europe with FindWhat’s strength in the United
States. MIVA, however, remains a distant third to Google and Yahoo! in Europe. Except for the
impending presence of Microsoft paid placement, there is no real competition to Google and
Yahoo! in the Asian paid placement market.

Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! also offer a variant of paid placement known as contextual
advertising, where you bid to place ads on the pages of Web sites that have articles about sub-
jects related to your ads. For example, if your company runs a hotel in Philadelphia, you might
want to display an ad on a travel site’s pages about Philadelphia tourist attractions. Contextual
advertising, although appropriate for some search marketers, is not the first place for you to start,
so we reserve that discussion until Chapter 14, “Optimize Your Paid Search Program,” when we
review advanced techniques in paid placement.

By far, the most money is spent on paid placement based on bidding, which is what we
concentrate on here. Sophisticated search marketers also use a technique known as fixed place-
ment, where you negotiate for a particular place on a page for a given search query, usually pay-
ing for impressions (the number of times your ad is shown), rather than for clicks. Specialty
search engines are more likely to offer fixed placement than worldwide search engines. Fixed
placement is not the way a rookie search marketer should break in—you need to know what you
are doing before you negotiate a long-term, hard-to-change commitment. As you grow in your
search marketing experience, however, you might find that some fixed-placement opportunities
make sense as part of your overall search marketing plan.

What It Costs
One of the best things about paid placement is that you can control the costs. You can buy as
many or as few keywords as you want, and you decide how much you are willing to pay for each
click. And you can adjust anything at a moment’s notice, so you can control your budget.

As you embark on a paid placement program, here are the kinds of costs to keep your eye on:

• Creative costs. Whether you do it in-house or you hire a consultant or ad agency to do it
for you, it costs money to create the titles and descriptions that display onscreen.
Remember, the number of searchers who click through to your site depends completely
on the killer title and description you write, so this is no place to skimp on the budget.
Agencies can usually do three or four new ads an hour, charging anywhere from $50 to
$200 an hour to do so.

• Management costs. Tracking and adjusting your bids can be a lot of work, but it is the
key to maximizing the return on your paid placement investment—these campaigns do
not run well on autopilot. You also need to keep track of your creative changes and
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deadlines, reconcile your bills, and verify your clickthroughs. You can hire an ad agency
or search consultant to manage your paid placement campaign for you. Conversely, if
you manage it in-house, budget at least one full-time person to manage a large cam-
paign consisting of more than a thousand keywords. In addition, you should invest in
bid management software or services to automate a lot of manual work.

• Per-impression fee. Usually referred to as CPM (cost per thousand—M is the Roman
numeral for 1,000), you pay each time your ad displays onscreen, whether a searcher
clicks or not. Typically, CPM pricing is used only for fixed-placement advertising, not
bid-based advertising, and it varies from $10 to $30 per thousand impressions (or about
1¢ to 3¢ per single impression).

• Per-click fee. Often called CPC (cost per click), it just means that each time a searcher
clicks your advertisement, the search engine charges you a fee. Typically, you open an
account for a set amount and start bidding for placement. Whenever a searcher clicks
your ad, the current bid (per-click) fee is deducted from your account, with your ad dis-
appearing if your account reaches zero. CPC prices range from about 10¢ (usually the
lowest bid allowed) to $30 or sometimes more, with the average around $1.

• Per-action fee. Also known as CPA (cost per action), you pay only when the searcher
takes “action”—typically a purchase of your product. In practice, CPA pricing is used
mainly for fixed placement or shopping searches, not bid-based advertising, and runs
anywhere from $5 to $50. Some paid placement engines, however, are beginning to
experiment with CPA pricing, so you may someday have a choice between CPC and CPA
pricing for your keywords. In addition, a new kind of action, a phone call, is also becom-
ing a popular pricing model—it’s called pay-per-call pricing.

CPM, CPC, and CPA fees are usually mutually exclusive—you pay only one of them on
any particular deal. Table 3-3 shows what a paid search campaign might cost when priced accord-
ing to each method. Some advertisers prefer one method over another, but there is no surefire way
to pay less on a consistent basis—it all depends on how many searches, clickthroughs, and pur-
chases there are.

Table 3-3 Comparing pricing formulas. What you pay depends on the activity multiplied by
the rate, but no magical method will always save money.

Method Searches Clicks Actions Rate Total Cost

CPM 1,000,000 1¢ per $10,000
impression

CPC 50,000 20¢ per click $10,000

CPA 1,000 $10 per action $10,000
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Every pricing method has advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 14 reviews paid search
strategies in more detail, and provides examples to help you choose the best option for your
objectives.

MANAGING YOUR BIDS WITHOUT GOING CRAZY

As easy as it can seem to get started with paid placement, you will find that it takes
some work to manage the bids in multiple search engines for hundreds (sometimes
thousands) of keywords. If you do not carefully monitor your campaign, you will find
that you are being outbid (and losing traffic) or that you are paying more than you need
to. Unfortunately, monitoring your bids can be labor-intensive, especially in hyperac-
tive markets where others are constantly monitoring and adjusting their bids.
In a high bidder auction, if you are willing to pay 45¢ per click, but you see that the high
bidder is paying just 20¢ each, you can bid 21¢ and snag the top spot. Now you have
the top spot, and you are paying well under your budgeted maximum. It is critically
important that you continue to monitor, however, because your competitor (or some-
one else) could bid 22¢ and you will lose the top spot. If you are monitoring, you can
keep raising your bid to stay #1 until you hit your limit of 45¢.
You might be able to remain at #1 without monitoring for quite a while if you just bid
45¢ right off the bat. But if the next bid is 20¢, you are wasting 24¢ on each click,
because you would get the same #1 position for 21¢. That 24¢ is known as a bid gap.
You want to eliminate bid gaps as soon as they appear.
Even paid placement engines that use hybrid auctions (clickthrough rate and bid),
such as Google, require monitoring. While there are no bid gaps to close, you’ll still
find competitors raising their bids or increasing their clickthrough rates (by improving
their ad copy, perhaps). When they do, their ads may pass yours in the ranking, so you
might then want to make changes of your own.
You need to spend a lot of time monitoring your bids frequently to make sure that you
maintain your position, do not exceed your limit, and eliminate bid gaps as soon as
they appear. Or, you could use bid management software.
Every paid placement program provides a way to automate your bidding. You can set
“caps” for your bids (45¢ in our example), set intervals for how frequently your position
is assessed, choose the rules for how bids are modified—all without having to person-
ally check constantly. If you use only one paid placement program, you can use the
free bid management tool that is part of the program. (Figure 3-6 shows Google’s.) If
you use multiple programs, you might be better off paying for a bid management tool
that can manage your campaigns across all of your paid placement programs. We
examine some of the more popular bid management tools in Chapter 14.

The Benefits and Challenges
Paid placement offers a proven way to attract visitors to your Web site, but put that credit card
away for a minute. For all of the benefits of paid placement, you can quickly burn through your
budget, getting few sales, if you are not careful. Managed well, paid placement is an indispensa-
ble part of a search marketing plan for lots of reasons—if you know what you are doing.



Figure 3-6 Sample bid management tool. Google’s bid management tool offers many options
for managing your paid placement bids.

Highly Qualified Visitors Will Come to Your Site

Just as with organic search, paid placement attracts visitors who are already interested in what
your site does. If they weren’t, they would not have been searching in the first place. So it makes
sense that searchers who click paid placement listings are more likely to buy than visitors arriving
at your site from clicking a banner ad or directory listing, for example. But paid placement list-
ings get lower clickthrough than organic search, and searchers say that they trust them less, so
organic search might still have the edge in converting searchers into buyers.

Paid placement provides near-total control over what your listing says, allowing you to fur-
ther qualify searchers so that only the “right” ones click through. In organic search, although you
can pick your page’s title, the snippet that appears below the title is chosen by the search engine
from the words that appear on your page. Paid placement allows you to choose the exact words
that appear—you can tune them again and again until you maximize clickthrough and sales.

Remember, however, that the search engines are only paid for clicks, so if you have a great
ad that relatively few people click (but you are pleased with your sales), the search engines might
not be happy. If your listings get few clicks, high bidder auction systems will stop showing them,
whereas Google (and other hybrid auction engines) will lower your rankings. At that point, you
must make changes to your ad to try to increase the clicks.

You See Immediate Results

The biggest difference between paid placement advertising and organic search is that paid place-
ments offer near instantaneous traffic to your site. You can launch a campaign immediately by
paying your money, writing your ads, and bidding your way to the top of the paid results—all
without changing a line of code on your Web site. And you can constantly fine-tune your ad copy
and keyword purchases to further improve your clickthrough rate and sales. Organic search, in
contrast, takes much longer to kick in, and much longer to fine-tune, because spiders take a while
to revisit your site each time you make a change.
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CASE STUDY: THE RIGHT TITLES AND DESCRIPTIONS QUALIFY YOUR
CUSTOMERS

A large insurance company launched a paid placement program to boost sales for dis-
counted auto insurance that it marketed through a senior citizens organization. The
campaign started simply enough, as they bought the typical keywords you would
expect, such as auto insurance and low-cost car insurance.
As they analyzed the performance of the campaign, they found they were getting high
clickthrough (yea!) and low sales (boo!)—the worst possible situation. They paid for
every click but got next-to-no revenue in return. They wondered whether their experi-
ment with paid placement would end in failure.
But just then, someone noticed what everyone else had overlooked. The auto insur-
ance they were selling required customers to be 55 or older to apply. Quickly, they
changed their ad copy to say, “Over 55? Looking for auto insurance? Apply now!”
The turnaround was immediate. The clickthrough rate dropped dramatically, but that
was okay because nearly all of those clicking now were older than 55 and thus eligible
to apply. And apply they did. Now that the right people were clicking, they were far
more likely to apply.
The campaign that was almost cancelled went on to score a huge success, all
because the changed ad copy drew clicks from only the most qualified customers.

It Is Inexpensive to Get Started

Getting started in paid placement usually costs less than most other forms of search marketing. You
do not have to make expensive changes to your site nor do you have to negotiate long-term deals
with search engines. For as little as $50 and a credit card, you can open a paid placement account. 

But you need to get near the top of paid placement listings for popular queries to get heavy
traffic. Only the top few ads are syndicated to the other partners—so top paid results in Google
are shown in Ask.com, too, but lower-ranking ads are not. Typically, the top four ads are shown
on the first results page, followed by the next set of four on each subsequent page until all the ads
have been displayed. So every searcher sees the top ads, but only the few searchers that page for-
ward see the others.

And, as you will see in Chapter 11, popular queries have a lot of competition. Although
some keywords generate high traffic with low per-click fees, most high-traffic keywords require
high-priced bids. You can easily burn through your budget if you are not careful. Blindly raising
your bids to stay #1 can end up costing you more than the traffic is worth.

You Pay Only for Visits to Your Site

Many advertisers prefer paid placement’s fee structure—you pay only when searchers click your
ad, not when they view your ad. With banner ads and other types of paid advertising, you are
charged for impressions—you pay every time your ad is shown.

But you must be on the alert for click fraud—someone clicking your link expressly to
charge your account, but having no intention to buy. Although search engines have sophisticated
tools to detect click fraud, unscrupulous competitors of yours could engage in this unethical
activity.
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KEYWORD BATTLES: HOW TO BLOW YOUR BUDGET IN ONE EASY LESSON

Because paid placement has increased in popularity among search marketers, it is
rare to find a popular keyword phrase without any bidders. It is also increasingly likely
that bidders are using bid management software to control constant changes to their
bids to maintain their place as #1, for example.
When two or more sites decide to be #1 for a particular keyword, a keyword battle
ensues. Each time one site raises its bid, another increases its bid to leapfrog the orig-
inal site. Unless one side eventually reaches its bid limit, the bidding can escalate dra-
matically. That’s good for the search engines, but not for search marketers.
Sometimes these battles are fought intentionally, with each side consciously raising its
bids, but all too often the battle is a mistake. The typical keyword battle arises between
two sites with bid management software instructed to always be #1 for that keyword.
As you might expect, neither site’s software can succeed at being #1 for long—just the
length of time in between bids. In this situation, the dueling software keeps bidding
higher until one side exhausts its budget, usually within a couple of days.
It does not have to be that way. When you set up your bid management software, you
can still request that it be #1, but also set a limit of the highest bid you are willing to
pay. That way, your bid management system stops escalating its bid when it reaches
the limit you set, defusing the battle, and saving your budget for opportunities with
higher return on your investment.

Pay attention to any suspicious click patterns, such as clicks increasing dramatically for
just a couple of queries, with no commensurate increase in sales. Monitor discussion boards to
see whether competitors are encouraging readers to click your listing without any real interest. If
you suspect click fraud on your account, contact the search engine immediately—they will pro-
vide free clicks to you to make up for it.

You Can Target Your Audience

Because paid placement offers tight control over the keywords you buy and the exact wording of
your listing, you can create highly targeted ads that cannot be duplicated in organic search cam-
paigns. In organic search, the same page might be found for many different queries and might not
be optimized for each kind of searcher—with paid placement, each ad can be chosen especially
for searchers entering an exact query.

Paid placement also helps you reach large audiences, because ads are syndicated across
many different search engines. However, sometimes this can be a problem. You might be happy
with Google’s policy, but you might be embarrassed over what content is on the same page as
your listing on one of their syndication partner sites—they might have much looser policies on
controversial content. You cannot control which partner sites might show your ads, except to opt
out of syndication to all partners, which can cut your traffic substantially. (Many image-con-
scious companies do opt out, despite the loss of traffic.)

The newest way to target more granular audiences is through a technique called local
search—displaying your ad to visitors from a particular city or region. Prior to the advent of local
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search, businesses with natural geographic boundaries had no way to effectively use paid place-
ment. Small businesses, such as plumbers, would be throwing money away to buy a keyword
such as “stopped drain” because anyone in the world could be searching. But medium-to-large
businesses suffered, too. A retail chain that dominates several states had no way of using paid
search because it was not cost-efficient to pay for searchers throughout the United States.

Local search has changed all that. Slowly growing at about 15 percent a year, local search
appeals to the same kinds of advertisers that currently buy printed Yellow Pages ads: doctors,
lawyers, retailers, travel agents, contractors, and many others.

The major search engines and some traditional Yellow Pages publishers (Verizon and SBC)
offer local search. Each local search engine has different capabilities, with most based on postal
codes, cities, or other geographic information in queries. Yahoo! integrates its Yellow Pages and
White Pages content into its mapping data to offer local results, and Ask.com partners with City-
Search (www.citysearch.com) for similar function. Some paid placement engines even analyze
the location of a searcher’s computer on the Internet (its IP address) to guess where the searcher
is physically located, to provide geographic targeting when searchers do not even tell the search
engine their physical location.

Yahoo! (local.yahoo.com and yp.yahoo.com) and Idearc’s SuperPages (www.
superpages.com) are the current leaders in local search, with Yahoo! and Idearc properties both
drawing over 20 percent of all Yellow Page searches. Superpages.com claims that more than 80
percent of its searchers contact an advertiser, and half say they are likely to make a purchase. We
take a closer look at local search engines in Chapter 14.

How to Get Started
There’s nothing tough about getting started in paid placement. Table 3-2 listed the URLs for you
to visit to fill out your sign-up form—all you need is a credit card and an Excel file with your tar-
get keywords, your listings, and the URLs searchers should go to when they click your ad. Fol-
lowing a review by the search engine (lasting one to five days), your ads are approved and you
can start bidding.

Occasionally, a listing is rejected after review. Each search engine sets its own policies, but
most shy away from controversial content, which varies based on local laws and customs. (In
Germany, for example, it is illegal to advertise any religious Web sites.)

Search engines are becoming more careful about the copy they allow in advertising.
Although one of the great things about paid placement is the control you have over the wording of
your listing, search engines must ensure that their searchers are not misled by exciting offers
leading to less-than-scintillating Web pages. Reviewers are becoming sticklers for your offer
matching what is on your Web page, so make sure that your ad is consistent with the URL on your
site to which it leads. If you do not, your campaign might be delayed during your wrangling with
the paid placement editors.

78 Chapter 3 How Search Marketing Works

www.superpages.com
www.superpages.com
www.citysearch.com


Summary
You are on your way as a search marketer! You have learned the three basic techniques in search
marketing: organic search, directory listings, and paid placement. Each technique proves advan-
tageous under the right circumstances, but each one must be handled with care to avoid the pit-
falls. Table 3-4 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of each technique.

Table 3-4 Search marketing techniques comparison. Organic is hard to do but yields high
reward, whereas paid happens quickly but requires higher investment.

Search How Much How Much How Qualified How Soon Do
Marketing Expertise Is Traffic Can It Are the You See
Technique Required? Drive? Visitors? Results?

Organic search High High High Slow

Directory listings Low Low Low Moderate

Paid Placement Moderate High High Fast

Perhaps the best news of all is how complementary these techniques can be. Directory list-
ings improve your organic search rankings. When your site is shown in both organic and paid
results for a search, searchers click one of your listings more than 90 percent of the time.

Why do searchers behave this way? That is what is examined in the next chapter. Under-
standing why searchers do what they do is critical for you as a search marketer. If you do not
understand searchers, you cannot predict which keywords they will use or what content will
strike their fancy. Let’s examine the research into searcher behavior in Chapter 4.

Summary 79
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Numbers

301 redirects, 250-252
302 redirects (temporary), 251-252
404 errors, 250

A

accessibility issues for visually 
impaired, 51

Ad groups, 422
Adaptive Computing marketing, 270
Adobe Acrobat (PDF) files, 48
AdSense program (Google), 19, 114
AdTech (conference), 549
adult content of Web sites

reviewed and penalized by 
search engines, 265

suppression by search engine
filters, 297

Advertiser Center (Yahoo!), 195
advertising agencies, as involved in 

search marketing, 21, 187

AdWords, Google (paid placement program)
costs of, 388
paid placement rankings, 42-43
ranking algorithm of

based on bid and clickthrough 
rate, 388

discouraging bid gamesmanship, 388
stability of, 388

affiliate marketing
Amazon.com as pioneer of, 112
codes, as used to track Web 

conversions, 469
how it works, 112
informational search queries,

as important to, 112
links generated by

checking on, 370
dynamic coding of, as problematic 

for spiders, 370
low search rankings, as issue for, 112
as missed by most search 

engines, 370
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StarTrek.com, as example of, 112
affiliate Web sites, 498

associates of Amazon.com, 112
bidding on trademarks by, 421
“spam” listings by, 86
StarTrek.com, 112

Agrawal, Neeraj, 538
Alexa toolbar, 358-359
algorithms, 37-38. See also PageRank 

algorithm (Google); Smart Pricing 
algorithm (Google)

used in attempt to estimate page 
views, 138

used to rank search results, 298, 305
AlltheWeb, 63, 66
AltaVista, 19, 63, 66, 71
alternate text (alt text)

importance to pictures on Web 
pages, 40, 51, 321, 331

keyword stuffing in, 300, 331
Amazon.com, 104-105

affiliate marketing pioneer, 112
book search feature, 534
collaborative filtering technology, 537
distribution system of, 106-107
interests of visitors to, 542
personalization, 541
simplified buying and shipping, 105

America Online. See AOL
American Cancer Society, 116
American Medical Association (AMA) 

Web site, 41-42
anchor text

as factor in link popularity, 342
as factor in search ranking, 42, 46, 328

of internal links, 350
optimizing for internal links, 366-367

Anderson, Chris, 522
antiphrases, 34
antisearch, 528
AOL (America Online)

AOL Search, 11, 63, 66
checking pages for inclusion in 

search index, 153
partnership with Google, 156, 386
use of Google paid placement service

by, 53
as more popular than rival Live 

Search, 10
as original portal, 11
and problem of trying to identify 

individual “hits,” 138
history of, 11
use of Google AdWords by, 71

Apache (Linux Web server)
redirects, 251
rewrite module to facilitate indexing of

dynamic URLs, 247
Apple Computer, 176
Apple iTunes, 105
Apple PowerBook Web page, as example 

of query filtering result, 302
application servers, 28
articles (stop words), as factors in search

query analysis, 34
Ask Jeeves, 12-13

acquisition of rivals by, 13
checking for indexed pages on, 238
checking pages for inclusion in search

index, 153
organic search technology of, 63
popularity data, 299
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question-answering interface of, 12-13
submission of sites to, 235
use of “communities” by, 50
use of CitySearch, 78
use of Google AdWords, 71
use of Google paid placement 

service, 54
Ask.com, 501
associates, Amazon.com, 112
astroturfing, 503
Atlas DMT (paid search software vendor),

paid placement studies by, 396-397
Atom, 482
Atomz, free site search tool of, 353
audio. See podcasts
authority pages

identified by hub pages, 343
ranked highly by search engines, 343

authority of Web sites, as factor in search
ranking, 41, 342

auto-optimization feature (Google), 438
Avenue A | Razorfish (interactive ad 

agency), 21

B

Back button, 529
back links, 356-357, 459
Backlink Watch (link audit tool), 361
Balzer, Evan, 116
banner ads, 76

linked to landing pages, 150-151
tied to time-sensitive promotions, 151

banner landing pages, 150-151
Become.com, 15
behavior models. See also Web 

Conversion Cycle

information and entertainment, 133-134
leads (new customers)

consulting firm, 131-132
swimming pool dealer, 130

market awareness (promotion), 132-133
offline sales, 124-125
online commerce Web sites 

(offline delivery)
book store, 124
personal computer sales, 121-122

persuasion, 136-137
pure online Web sites (online delivery), 122

Berkshire Hathaway, as example of 
conglomerate, 177

Best Buy, 105
best practices in search marketing, 450-455

centralizing keyword 
management, 452-455

establishing and enforcing 
standards, 451-452

bid gap, 74, 407-408
bid jamming, 410
bid limit, 195
bid management, 180-182
bid management tools, 73-75, 414

agreements with Yahoo!, 75, 418
automation, 417
costs of, 418
search marketing vendors, 414-415
selection of, 414-415
standalone tools, 416-417
supporting bidding tactics, 415-417
use of, as leading to keyword battles, 77

BidBuddy (search marketing vendor), 415
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bidding strategy, as used with paid 
placement, 42-43, 70, 388, 410, 426-431

automation of, 73-75
bid jamming, 410
bidding strategies, 427
dayparting, 416
friendly URL, 410
gap surfing, 410
managing and monitoring of, 72-75
measuring success of

cost per action (CPA), 429
cost per order (CPO), 429
objective bidding, 428
profit margin, 429
return on advertising spending 

(ROAS), 429
return on investment (ROI), 429

mistakes by newbies, 428
as not used with Google, 388, 410
objective bidding, 429-430
self-funding strategy, 430

bidding, for keywords
as costly, 76-77
as pioneered by Goto.com, 19
battles over, 452-455
costs of, projecting, 196

BizRate, 16
Black Hat Cameras (fictional retailer). 

See also Snap Electronics
high number of links, as suspicious, 323,

362-363
high page rankings of, 319-322, 362
link audit of, as exposing blog spamming,

362-363
blended searches, 489
blogosphere, 481

blogs, 480-484, 535
indexing, 483
Marketing Pilgrim, 549
microblogging, 484-485
off-topic postings to, as form of link 

spamming, 346-347, 362-363
Online Marketing Blog, 550
optimizing for searches, 482-483
Search Engine Journal, 550
search engines, 483
SEOmoz Blog, 550
versus press releases, 480

body text
as factor in search ranking, 40
improving content of, 327-330

in emphasized text, 328
in headings, 328
in links (anchor text), 328
in opening text, 328
tips for, 328-329

measuring success of, 321-322
bookmarking, 499-500
bookmarks, as generated by page title, 49
“bow-tie” theory of Web page types, 340
brand awareness

building, as goal of keyword 
planning, 268-270

as factor in selecting paid placement 
keywords, 420

trademarks, bidding on
by affilates, retailers, and resellers, 421
search engine policies on, 421

brand managers, 208-210
involvement in keyword selection, 209
paid placement ads, as reviewed and

approved by, 209
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brand names
“cute” names, 34
handled by large company Web sites, 23-25
identified with top search results, 269
leveraging of, 544-545
as not always best choice for target 

keywords, 148
protection of, 211, 545
seach operators, 35
search queries for

favoring manufacturers’ sites,
109, 174, 544

favoring retail and review sites, 157,
166, 174

spelling of, 33
stop words, 34
word order, 34-35

Brin, Sergey, 8
Broder, Andrei, 84, 298
broken links, checking for, 458-459
Bush, George W., as victim of link 

popularity, 341
business case, 200

for first search marketing campaign, 203
for search marketing program, 200-203

business people, on extended search team, 208
brand managers, 208-210
lawyers, 211-212
public relations people, 210-211
sales people, 210

business plan for first search 
marketing campaign

phases of, 204-205
time line chart, use of, 204-206

Business Research (search marketing 
consultant), 265

Buy stage, of Web Conversion 
Cycle, 97-98

country/regional specificity, 295
keywords for Snap Electronics, 288-289

Buy.com, 108-109
buyers, behavior of. See also

searchers; visitors to Web sites
primary demand (early stages), 82, 96
selective demand (later stages), 83, 96

C

C block of IP address, 350, 358, 362-363
Cadillac Web site

calls to action for offline sales, 127
as offering online purchasing, 125

California Energy Commission, solar energy
specialty directory, 371

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
“clean” code, 330
enabling clean and efficient design, 330
resulting in smaller pages, 330
used to create hidden text (spam 

technique), 301
case (typography), as factor in search 

query analysis, 33
Castrol Web site, as raising brand 

awareness, 420
categorization (form of deep text 

analytics), 538
CBS MarketWatch Web site, 114
CDNow, 105
cell phones, 542
central search team, 178-179, 448

coordination of
with ad agencies or search marketing

consultants, 454-455
with extended search team, 448-450
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skills needed on, 448-450
tasks best performed by

choosing keywords, 182
defining new standards, 183
search marketing strategy, 182
search marketing tools, 183, 448
targeting worldwide search engines, 182
tracking and reporting nontraffic-based

metrics, 183
centralizing search marketing tasks, 181-184.

See also central search team; extended
search team

charitable organizations, Web sites of. See
persuasion, Web sites engaged in

Charles Schwab online brokerage, 104
“chasing the algorithm” (overoptimizing Web

content), 306-307
Cheer laundry detergent Web site, 23-24
CitySearch, as offering local search 

function, 78
Clark, Corey (eBay), 207
Click Defense (Web tracking tool), 442
click fraud, 76-77, 442
ClickDetective (Web tracking tool), 442
clicks per search, 93

determined by search ranking, 164
small numerical differences in, 164
way of estimating future Web traffic,

162-163
clickthrough rate

assigning to selected keywords, 166
determined by search ranking, 164
for top-ranked paid placement result, 164
as used by Google AdWords to determine

ranking, 42-43
cloaking (spam technique), 233-234
CNET, 388

CNET Search, 71
multifaceted display of search results 

by, 16
CNN Web site, 114, 388
Coach.com, 237-238
Coca-cola

viral marketing, 497
Web site, as targeting multiple 

countries, 27
collaborative filtering technology, 537-538
color of text, as factor in search ranking,

40, 48
commerce servers, 28
“communities” (subject groupings), as used by

Ask Jeeves, 50
competition, as factor in search marketing

from foreign companies, 545
from large companies, 544-545
from other local companies, 545
strategies for coping with, 544-546

conferences for search marketers
AdTech, 549
eMetrics Summit, 549
PubCon, 548-549
Search Engine Strategies (SES), 548
Search Marketing Expo, 548
Suchmaschinen-Marketing, 549

conglomerates
Berkshire Hathaway, 177
centralization of search marketing 

tasks in, 184
highly decentralized, 177
portfolio management of, 544-545

“consideration set” of search results, 20, 269
consultants, search marketing, 21, 59-60, 187

costs of hiring, 59
small companies, as more likely to 

hire, 174
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consumer-generated content, 480, 535
content analyzers, 317-319

major tools, 318
sample report by Site Content 

Analyzer, 318
content-based social media, 499
content management systems, 27, 61
content marketplaces, 507-509
content monopoly, 509-510
content of Web pages. See Web content
content optimization

crucial to search marketing, 58, 64
as not necessary on every Web page, 59
search marketing task, 182-183

content optimization. See also Web content,
writing for search

of landing pages. See landing pages
“overoptimization,” 306-307

content, passable, 498
content pipelines, 524
content reporter, 456

building one’s own, 457
components of, 457
content scorecard, 456-457
error log, 456
purchasing, 457

content tagging measurements, 456-457
content writers, 213-214
contextual advertising (form of paid 

placement), 72, 114, 388, 391
checking cost-effectiveness on Yahoo!, 392
products most suited to, 392
quality of sites displaying, 392
sites most likely to use, 388
users of, 392

Converseon (search marketing 
consultant), 545

conversion of Web site visitors into customers,
95-97, 120, 468-469

sales conversion rate, 120
Web conversion rate, 120-121

conversion rates, 120
determining patterns of, 416
sales conversion rate, 120
Web conversion rate, 120-121

cookies
problematic for spiders, 248
used to track Web conversions, 469-470
used to track Web site visits, 139, 248

cooperative advertising, 402
copywriters, 212-213
core Web pages, 340
Coremetrics (Web tracking tool), 442
cost per action (CPA), 73-74, 260, 429
cost per click (CPC), 73-74, 260, 386
cost per order (CPO), 429
cost per thousand (CPM), 73-74, 387
countries and regions, identification of Web

pages from. See also languages
by domain name, 296
by URL and IP address, 296-297

country and region filters, 295-297
as problematic for multinational 

companies, 296-297
country maps, 258
CPA (cost per action), 73-74, 260
CPC (cost per click), 73-74, 260, 386
CPM (cost per thousand), 73-74, 387
crawlers (spiders), 44

changing Web pages, as challenge for, 47,
179-180, 215

following of links by, 45-46
instructions to, 216
problematic technologies faced by, 154,

174, 217, 452, 456, 460
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remembering of links by, 46-47
site availability, 215
as sometimes blocked by Webmasters, 216
used to build search index, 43-47

crawling the Web, 46-48, 179-180, 215
Crest toothpaste Web site, 23
Crockatt, Tor (Espotting), 275, 312
Crystal Reports (content report 

generator), 457
CSS. See Cascading Style Sheets
customers

attracting to paid placement listings, 75-76
different types of, as handled by large 

company Web sites, 25-26
keeping by having good Web site 

searches, 515-516
searchers as, 20

customizing search engines, 526

D

day traders, 105
Dean, Howard, online political 

fundraising by, 137
deep text analytics, 538-539
Demographic site targeting, 391
demographics, 542
description of Web page. See also search result

text
as component of paid placement ad, 434
as factor in search ranking, 40, 50, 87
as important to navigational searchers, 87
improving content of, 327
text of, as appearing in snippet, 327
tips for writing, 435

desktop content, 535
destination Web pages, 340
Did-it (search marketing vendor), 414

difficult searches, 510-511
direct answers, 536
directories (domain “folders”), naming of, 215
directories. See also directory listings

as compared to search engines, 19
display of search results by, 6
getting listed in, 69
rejection of submissions to, 70
as sources of information for inbound 

links, 373
as sources of information for soliciting

links, 370-373
as syndicated to other sites, 66
visitors to, as not always prospective 

customers, 62
directory listings, 6, 57, 64-65

benefits of
improved search rankings, 68
increased traffic, 67
low cost, 68
simplicity, 68

challenges of
editorial changes, 68-69
limited listings and exposure, 68-69
slow response time, 68-70

for companies, as both single and 
multiple, 64, 69

as compared to other search marketing
techniques, 79

costs of, 66-67
editorial changes, 68-69
rejection of submissions for, 70
using, 64-65

disappointment of Web site searches, 506-507
difficult searches, 510-511
people search after navigation 

fails, 512-513
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searchers have high expectations, 507
content marketplaces, 507-509
content monopoly, 509-510

disconnected Web pages, 340
division of search marketing work. See also

centralizing search marketing tasks; central
search team; extended search team

central search team, 178-179
extended search team, 179
involvement of Web specialists, 179-180
tasks involved in

choosing keywords, 180-182
defining standards, 181-183, 451-452
developing technology, 180, 183
managing bids, 180-182
optimizing content, 180-183
search marketing strategy, 180-182
search marketing tools, 181-183
targeting search engines, 180-182
tracking and reporting metrics, 181-183

DMOZ (Open Directory), 66, 349
Dogpile (metasearch engine), 71

data from, as used by Wordtracker, 281
visitors to, 282

Domain Dossier (domain checking 
service), 350

domains
identifying internal links, 350
naming of, 215
registered in Whois database, 350

doorway pages (spam technique), 300, 314
duplicate metatags and Web sites (spam 

technique), 301
Dynamic Keyword Insertion (Google),

437-438
dynamic pages, 526

dynamic URLs, 246
parameters of, 246-247
session identifiers, 246-248

dynamic Web pages, 331
how they work, 244-245
indexing of, 246-247
optimization challenges of, 333-334
as perfect for trusted feed programs, 334
as problematic for spiders, 61, 174, 246
quality control, 334
templates and database information, as

used to create, 331-333
URLs of, 245-246

E

eBay
as example of auction pricing system, 399
search marketing plan of, 207

embedded scripts and style sheets, 330
eMetrics Summit (conference), 549
emphasized text and headings, as factors in

search ranking, 40, 48, 328
entity extraction (form of deep text 

analytics), 538-539
ePilot (search engine), 386
ESPN Web site, 114

contextual advertising, 388
premium services, 134-136

Espotting, 71, 275, 312
ethics, 502-503
Evans, Laura, 110
EveryZing, 493
Excite, 13, 19, 63
executives

closing deal with, 225
concerns raised by, 220-224

business value, 222-223
competition, 222
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corporate goals, 220-221
cost, 223-224
current situation, 221
practicality of proposal, 222
risks, 224
time frame, 223-224

extended search team, 179, 206-208
business people, 208

brand managers, 208-210
lawyers, 211-212
public relations people, 210-211
sales people, 210

site operations people, 218
metrics specialists, 218-219
Web site governance specialists,

219-220
tasks best performed by

managing bids, 182
modifying existing standards, 183
optimizing content, 182-183
targeting local search engines, 182
tracking and reporting metrics, 183

technologists, 215
information architects, 217
style guide developers, 217-218
Web developers, 216-217
Webmasters, 215-216

writers, 212
content writers, 213-214
copywriters, 212-213
translators, 214-215

external links, 339
eye-tracking analytics, 92-93

F

fake grass roots, 503
fantasy-based social media, 499
Fathom Online (search marketing 

consultant), 21
Federal Express, 104
feed aggregation services, 484
FeedBurner, 484
Filo, David, 10
FindWhat (search engine), 71
fixed placement, 72, 387

as different from auction-style paid 
placement, 387

inflexibility of, 387
per-impression fee, 73, 387

Flash, Macromedia, 254-255
downloading requirements for, 249
HTML landing page, 254-255
indexing of Web sites built entirely in, 255
as non-indexable by spiders, 254

flogs, 503
folksonomies, 499
followers, 485
forums. See message boards
frames, 255
friendly URL (bidding tactic), 410
functional organizations, 175-176

centralization of search marketing 
tasks in, 184

collaboration of teams in, as important, 175

G

Gain laundry detergent Web site, 23-24
gap surfing (bidding tactic), 410
Garelick Farm microsite, 470
General Electric, 176
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General Motors
as example of centralized search marketing

decisions, 182
portfolio management by, 544-545

geographic targeting
of keywords, 425-426

on Google and Yahoo!, 425-426
reverse IP lookup, 425

of searchers, 78, 393, 541
Get stage of Web Conversion Cycle, 97, 122
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), 542
Global Strategies International (Search 

marketing consultant), 21, 265, 545
goals, of Web site. See Web site goals
Godin, Seth, 498
Google, 4, 7-8, 10, 507

AdSense, 19, 114
AdWords (paid placement program),

71, 283
costs of, 388
paid placement rankings, 42-43
ranking algorithm of, 388
stability of, 388

algorithms used by. See algorithms
application program interface 

(API), 361, 462
bidding tactics, 388, 410
book search feature, 534
checking pages for inclusion in search

index, 153
choosing for paid placement program, 409
contextual advertising, 72, 391
contextual search referrals by, 465
Desktop, 535
Directory, 66
display of search results by, 5, 19, 26, 31
emphasis on link popularity by, 341

as focused solely on search function, 8-9
as former partner of Yahoo!, 7, 10,

19, 53-54
Google Product Search (shopping 

search engine), 48
history of, 8, 19
keyword assistance feature, 537
as leading paid placement vendor, 70
as leading search engine, 7, 10, 14
local search technology, 14
managing paid placement ads with,

tools for
auto-optimization feature, 438
Dynamic Keyword Insertion, 437-438

match types for keywords, 423-424
OneBox, 536, 488
organic search technology of, 5, 8, 63
PageRank algorithm, 41-42
paid placement account, setting up, 413
paid search

as revenue generator for, 8, 42-43, 70
launch of AdSense program, 19

partnership with AOL Search, 156, 386
Product Search (Google shopping search

engine), 48, 411
rejection of ads by, 441
search rankings in, as checked by Keyword

Tracker, 155
search toolbar

to check for indexed pages, 230-231
to check on inbound links, 234

share of searches, 8, 14
snippets, as shown on, 320, 326
Suggest, 537
“tainted” searches on, 282
toolbar, 356-357
trademark policy of, 421
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trusted feed, 48
Universal Search, 489
use by PR Weaver (link audit tool),

361-362
Web site searches, 515

Google PageRank algorithm, 299, 459
Google Product Search (Google shopping

search engine), 48, 411
“Googling,” 4, 8, 20
Goto.com, 19. See also Overture
GPS (Global Positioning Systems), 542
graphics. See pictures
Guideposts (nonprofit organization), 116

H

Hammer, Michael, 107
handheld devices, 542
Hartford Insurance Web page

organic search rankings of,
checking, 315-316

use of search operator to find appropriate
landing page, 313

“hate” Web sites. See “negative” Web sites
headings and emphasized text, as factors in

search ranking, 40, 48, 328
Hewlett-Packard, “Adaptive Computing”

marketing campaign, 270
hidden content, 534
High Rankings Advisor (Web site), 549
“hits,” as early way of measuring Web 

site traffic, 138
Honda, 208
HotBot (metasearch engine), 14
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), 45-46

alternate text (alt text), 40, 51, 300,
321, 331

as best for country maps, 258

Cascading Style Sheets, 330
character encoding to determine 

language, 295
“clean” code, as achieved with 

content tagging measurements, 456-457
documents in formats other than, 48
as handled by Web developers, 216
image (img) tag, 51
language metatag, 295
markup, as used to analyze text, 48
metatags, 48-50
noframes tag, as used to facilitate 

indexing, 255
noscript tag, as used to facilitate 

indexing, 244
standards, maintenance of, as search 

marketing task, 181-183, 452
used to create hidden text (spam 

technique), 301
used to create landing pages for Flash Web

sites, 254-255
validation, 253-254

hub pages, 343
as alternatives to site maps, 256-257
identifying authority pages, 343

Hypertext Markup Language. See HTML

I

IBM
as multinational organization with central-

ized approach, 177
“On Demand” marketing campaign, 270
Web site

call to action for offline sales, 127
Globalization home page, inbound 

link to, 368
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hub pages, as alternatives to site 
map, 256-257

as juggling multiple goals, 117
as offering technical support, 110
and page inclusion problem, 460
as targeting multiple audiences,

25-26
iBusinessPromoter (link-building process

tool), 380
iCrossing (search marketing 

consultant), 187
Idearc SuperPages, 78
identification of searchers, factors affecting

demographics, 542
geography, 541
handheld devices, 542
information alerts, 542-543
interests, 542
Internet use at home, 542
language, 541

iLike, 495
images

importance of alternate text to, 331
new media, 490-491
overemphasis on, 331
text formatted in, 331
as unreadable by search engines, 50-52

importance of Web site searches, 513
keeping customers, 515-516
reasons for needing a good Web site 

search, 516-517
improving Web site searches, 521

search user interface, 527-530
technologies that affect your search,

526-527
your site, 522-525

impulse Web purchases, 104-106
day traders, as ultimate impulse 

purchasers, 105
music downloading, 105
as result of transactional searches, 106
search marketing techniques to 

increase, 105
inbound links

attracting, 364-365. See also link
landing pages

as best way to get sites indexed, 236
to changed URLs, checking, 458-459
checking in cases of non-indexed 

pages, 234
content, 328
determining quality of Web sites,

339, 342
directories, as sources of information for,

370-373
negotiating for, 377-380

crafting initial e-mail request, 378-379
managing requests, 380

number of, displaying
using Google toolbar, 356-357
using Yahoo! Search, 356

from Open Directory, 349
to organic search landing pages (back

links), checking, 459
relevancy as query ranking factor, 342
seeking out

as more difficult with high-quality Web
sites, 348-349

in order to attract highly qualified 
visitors, 347-348

with specific anchor text, displaying, 358
inclusion operators, 153
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inclusion programs, use inclusion 
programs, 258

free programs, 258
paid inclusion, 259
Sitemaps, 259

inclusion ratio, 236, 239
checking status of, 459-460
problems with, 239

indexing. See also search index; spiders
blogs, 483
checking pages for, 153
by following links, 234
as not done for most Web pages, 46
as search marketing technique, 87
steps to improve. See also spiders;

spider traps
creating spider paths, 255-258
eliminating spider traps, 240-252
reducing ignored content, 252-255
using paid inclusion, 259-266

as used by search engines, 32
information alerts, 542-543
information and entertainment Web 

sites, 104, 114
behavior model for subscription 

information site, 133-134
content writers, 213
contextual advertising, 114
paid placement, 114
premium services, 133-136
revenue, sources of, 133
Web Conversion Cycle of, 133-136

information architects, 217
information economy, as hallmark of 

Web, 338-339
information retrieval, pros and cons, 84
informational searchers, 89-90, 112

InfoSpace (metasearch engine), 14
InfoUSA, 393
Inktomi Document Interchange Format

(IDIF), as used by Yahoo!, 263
Inktomi, as pioneer in trusted feed 

technology, 263
Intel Web site

centralized keyword planning, 455
checking for indexed pages on, 238-239
cooperative advertising, 402

interactive advertising agencies, 21, 187
Interactive Advertising Bureau Web site, 187
interest-based social media, 499
interests of searchers, as factors in 

personalization, 542
internal links, 339, 350, 366-367

characteristics of
similar anchor text, 350
similar IP addresses, 350
similar Whois information, 350

display of, by Google toolbar, 356-357
as identifiable by search engines, 350
negotiating, 378
optimizing anchor text for, 366-367

Internet searches, 507
Internet use at home, 542
invisible Web, 46
IP address

components of (“blocks”), 350
C block, as identifying related sites, 350
C block, as identifying related Web

sites, 358, 362-363
as used to expose search engine spamming,

362-363
as used to identify internal links, 350, 358,

362-363
as used to identify location of searcher, 14,

78, 425, 541
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IP delivery (spam technique), 233-234
to allow indexing of Web pages with 

cookies, 248
to allow indexing of Web sites built 

with Flash, 255
iProspect (search marketing consultant),

21-22, 187
IT.com (specialty search engine), 16
Iwon (search engine), 63

J

JavaScript
embedded code, as increasing page size,

243-244, 249-253
as handled by Web developers, 216
as technology favored by information

architects, 217
use problematic for spiders, 61,

174, 217, 460
Jolson, Al, 502

K

Kanoodle (search engine), Keyword Target
(paid placement program), 71

keyword assistance, 537-538
keyword battles, 77, 452-455
keyword bidding

by advertisers for paid placement 
listings, 36-37

battles over, 77, 452-455
as pioneered by Goto.com, 19

keyword candidates. See keyword planning
Keyword Effectiveness Index (KEI) 

analysis, 275, 282
keyword meaning elements, 312

keyword planning. See also keywords
approaches to, 271

“cold” keywords, 274-275
“hot” keywords, 271-274
“just right” keywords, 275-276

centralization of
to eliminate internal bidding 

battles, 452-455
to optimize organic search, 453
organizing, 453-454

keyword candidates, building list of
brainstorming for, 277-279
checking current search referrals, 279
checking use by competitors, 280
consulting site search facility, 280
studying paid inclusion reports, 280

keyword candidates, prioritizing, 286-287
keyword candidates, researching, 281

using Google AdWords Keyword 
Tool, 283

using Microsoft adCenter, 285
using Trellian’s Keyword 

Discovery, 284
using Wordtracker, 281-282
using Xybercode Ad Word 

Analyzer, 285
using Yahoo! Keyword Selector 

Tool, 284
reasons for

building brand awareness, 268-270
increasing Web conversions, 270-271

keyword prominence
as factor in search ranking, 39-40, 213-214,

303, 321-322
alternate (alt) text, 40, 51
anchor text, 42, 46
body text, 40
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description, 40, 50, 87
headings and emphasized text,

40, 48, 328
links (anchor text), 328
opening text, 328
page title, 39, 49-50, 91-94

measuring, 458
as query ranking factor, 303

keyword research tools, 281
Google AdWords Keyword Tool, 283
Microsoft adCenter, 285
Trellian’s Keyword Discovery, 284
Wordtracker, 281-282
Xybercode Ad Word Analyzer, 285
Yahoo! Keyword Selector Tool, 284

keyword stuffing or loading (spam 
technique), 300

in alternate (alt) text, 300, 331
as risk taken when overoptimizing 

content, 308
Keyword Target (paid placement 

program), 71
Keyword Tracker (free search ranking

checker), 155, 316
keywords, 38. See also target keywords

battles, 77, 452-455
bidding on

by advertisers for paid placement 
listings, 36-37

battles over, 77, 452-455
as pioneered by Goto.com, 19

choice of
as crucial to search marketing, 58, 64
involvement of brand managers in, 209
keyword assistance, as factor in,

537-538

demand, 281
as estimated by Wordtracker, 281
keyword assistance, as factor in, 538
as not necessarily translating into 

conversions, 420
as “tainted” by search ranking 

checkers, 282
density

as factor in search marketing, 213-214
as factor in search ranking, 38-39, 303,

321-322
measuring, 458
as query factor, 303

in different languages, as handled by 
search engines, 287

frequency, 303
high bids for, as caused by popularity of, 76
identifying, in search queries from referral

pages, 159
matching, 508
overuse of, as dangerous, 306-307
planning. See keyword planning
prominence of, 39-40, 213-214, 303,

321-322
proximity of, 39
redundancy of (“flabby” words), 325
stuffing or loading of, 300, 308, 331

in alternate (alt) text, 300, 331
as risk taken when overoptimizing 

content, 308
sudden popularity of, 270
term frequency, 38
timing, 270
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L

landing pages, 150-151. See also 
link popularity

as accommodating links from different
company departments, 454

arranging with partner companies’Web
sites, 210

auditing, 317
of body text, 321-322
content analyzers, as used for, 317-319
of page title, 319-320
of snippet, 320-321

banner landing pages, 151
needing to match ads, 150-151
tied to time-sensitive promotions, 151

checking performance of, 314-315
search conversions, 317
search rankings, 315-316
search referrals, 316-317

checking search rankings of,
154-156, 458

choices of
based on searcher’s needs and 

intents, 310-312
inappropriate, 311-312
meaning elements, 312
for multiple keywords, 312-313

content of, improving, 323
body text, 327-330
description, 327
page title, 323-325
snippet, 325-326

contrasted with doorway pages, 314
creating expressly for higher search 

ranking, 154
existing pages, 151-153

finding when none exists, 313-314
for Flash Web sites, 254-255
guidelines for paid placement, 440-441
new pages, 151
permanence of, 311-312
search landing pages, 151

language filters, 294-295
languages

handled by search engines, 287, 295
used to identify searchers, 541
used to limit search results, 50, 294-295

lawyers, 211-212
lead management systems, 132
leads (new customers), finding, 104, 111

affiliate marketing, 112
behavior models, for different 

business types
consulting firm, 131-132
swimming pool dealer, 130

information, as primary goal of site 
visitors, 130

measuring success of, 132
value of leads, calculating, 132
Web Conversion Cycle of, 130-132

Learn stage of Web Conversion Cycle, 96-97
keywords for Snap Electronics, 288-290
as only stage for lead-generating 

Web sites, 130
Lee, Kevin (Did-it), 414
legal issues

“negative” Web sites, 211
Web content, 212

letter case (typography) in search query 
analysis, 33

lifetime value, quantifying worth of new 
customers with, 428

The Limited (retailer), 34
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link analysis. See link popularity
link audits, 356-364

counting inbound links, 356-358
counting links across search engines,

359-360
finding good link candidates, 358
link quality analysis, 360-362
managing links, 359
scoring links, 358-359
tools for, 358-362
as used to expose search engine 

spamming, 362-363
link backs (reciprocal links), 353
link-building campaigns, 337
link-building process, 459

iBusinessPromoter, 380
SEOElite, 380
Zeus, 380

link farms, 346, 362, 377, 502
farm operators, 189
as feeding doorway pages, 314
identifying, 372-373
reporting, 373

link landing pages, 352-356
attractions of, 353
designing to attract links and conversions

delivering excellent content, 354
drawing visitors deeper, 355
including other quality links, 355
reinforcing and maintaining 

topics, 354
removing “roadblocks,” 354-355
using link-friendly URLs, 354-355

link popularity, 508. See also landing pages
authority pages, high ranking of, 343
authority of Web sites, 41, 68, 174
concept of, 338, 344

criteria for, 342
evolution of, 344-345
as factor in search ranking,

41-42, 341
favoring large companies over small 

ones, 174, 544
highest for core and destination 

pages, 340
how it works, 341
hub pages, 343
page ranking factor, 299, 322-323
as possible result of spamming 

techniques, 323
as problematic for affiliate Web sites, 112
as way to counter “negative” Web 

sites, 211
role of spiders in, 45-47

link quality
analysis, 360

by Backlink Watch, 361
by OptiLink, 360-361
by SEOElite, 361

as conferring authority to other Web 
sites, 342

link relevancy, 342
links. See also individual link types

affiliate links, 370, 498
checking for problems with, 234, 458-459
compared to citations in scholarly 

papers, 338
external links, 339
following, 234
how they work, 339
internal links, 339, 350, 366-367
link backs (reciprocal links), 353
outbound links, 351-352
paid links, 374-377
relational links, 367-369
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solicited links, 369-374
used to judge quality of Web 

sites, 338
Live Search

checking pages, 153
display of search results by, 10-11
organic search technology of, 63
plans enter paid placement market, 70
use of Precision Match by, 71

local search engines, 14
relationships with, 191
targeting, 180-182

local searches, 392-393
geographic targeting of searchers,

78, 541
by major search engines, 14, 78, 393
with paid placement listings, 77-78
Yahoo!, as leader in, 393
by Yellow Pages sites, 14, 78

localization
as handled by large company Web 

sites, 25-27
as handled by search marketing 

vendors, 191
log files

used to check indexing of pages by 
spiders, 232-233

as way of counting “hits,” 138
Long Tail approach, 524-525
LookSmart, 64
Lycos, 19
Lycos Europe, 71
Lynx (text-only browser), used to see spider

trap problems, 249

M

Mackey, John, 502
MapQuest, 390
market awareness (promotional) Web sites,

104, 113-114, 132
behavior model for children’s 

cereal, 132-133
navigational searchers,

importance to, 113
often benefiting from paid 

placement, 114
sales conversion rate,

calculating, 133
Web Conversion Cycle of, 132-133

marketing mix, importance of Web 
searching to, 18-22

Marketing Pilgrim (blog), 549
MarketLeap (search marketing 

consultant), 238, 265, 414
Link Popularity Check (free link audit

tool), 359
tool to check for indexed pages, 238

markup, use by search engines to analyze 
text, 48. See also HTML

match types for keywords
expanded

broad (Google)/advanced 
(Yahoo!), 423

pros and cons of, 424
negative, 424
phrase match (Google), 423
restrictive

exact (Google)/standard (Yahoo!), 424
as working better with ambiguous

meanings, 424
strategies for, 425

Mentos, viral marketing, 497
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merchant ratings on shopping search 
engines, 438-440

abuses of, 440
calculated from shoppers’

reviews, 440
tips for ensuring positive reviews, 440

message boards, 487-488
MetaCrawler (metasearch engine)

data from, 281
visitors to, 282

metadata, 538
metasearch engines, 13-14
metatags, 48

description, 40, 50
to determine language, 295
duplicates of, 301
modification to allow indexing by 

spiders, 61, 242-243
page title, 39, 49-50, 91-94, 253
robots metatag, 242-243

microblogging, 484-485
micropayments, 534-536
microsites (sites set up for search 

referrals), 470
Microsoft adCenter, 285
Microsoft German office Web site, 296-297
Microsoft Live Search. See Live Search
misrepresentation, 502-503
missed opportunities, calculating, 161-162
monetizing search, 120, 129
Morville, Peter, 506, 528
MSN Search. See Live Search
MSN.com, 63
multifaceted searches, 528, 540-541
Multilingual Search blog, 390
multimedia content, 534

multinational organizations, 176-177
centralization of search marketing 

tasks in, 184
IBM, 177

multiple-click searches, 520
music downloads, impact of, 105

N

natural language queries, 539
“natural language” search engine,

Ask Jeeves, 12-13
natural results. See organic results
navigation, 512
navigational searchers, 85-87

confusion caused by search 
queries, 85

expecting Web site home page, 85
frustrated by affiliate Web sites, 86
good Web page descriptions,

importance to, 87
navigational searches

as among most popular, 86-87
competition among, 87
examples of, 85
importance to market awareness 

Web sites, 113
marketing for, 87-88
as sometimes ambiguous, 85

negative SEO, 502
“negative” Web sites, protection of brand

names from, 211, 545
Neilsen, Jakob, 520
Netscape, use of Google AdWords by, 71
new media

images, 490-491
podcasts, 491-494
search engines, 488-490
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video, 494-495
widgets, 495

newsgroups. See message boards
no-click searches, 520
no-conversion searches, 521
no-result searches, 520
non-HTML documents, handling by 

search engines, 48
nonprofit organization Web sites. See

persuasion, Web sites engaged in
nontext elements, careful use of

alternate (alt) text, 331
embedded scripts and style sheets, 330
images, 331
text formatted in images, 331

Northern Light (search engine), 46

O

objective bidding, 428-430
ODP (Open Directory Project). See

Open Directory
offline sales, 103, 110, 124, 210

behavior model for automobile 
manufacturer, 124-125

call center accuracy, 127-128
call to action, 110-111, 127
customer contact, encouraging, 110, 127
difficulties tracking offline sales to Web

site, dealing with, 129
monetizing Web conversions, 129
sales conversion rate, calculating, 128
success, measuring, 110, 127, 146
ways of tying to Web site, 127
Web conversion rates, calculating, 127-128

Ogilvy & Mather (ad agency), 21, 187
OgilvyInteractive (interactive ad 

agency), 21, 187

OneBox, 488
online commerce Web sites (offline 

delivery), 104
Amazon.com, 104-105
behavior models, for different 

business types
book store, 124
personal computer sales, 121-122

Online Marketing Blog (blog), 550
online trading, impact of, 105
Open Directory, 57, 66

contents of, 373
as free service, 66, 68
listings given more weight by search

engines, 68, 349
reluctance to grant WebMD multiple 

listings, 69
slow response time, 66-68
as source of information for soliciting

links, 370
submitting a site to, 69

OptiLink (link audit tool), 360-361
optimized content

blogs, 482-483
as crucial to search marketing, 58, 64
maintaining, 180-183
as not necessary on every Web page, 59
video, 494

OptiSpider, 237
Orbitz (travel Web site), 58
organic results. See also organic search

evaluation of, 36-37
favored by searchers, 62
favored by users, 92-93
for landing pages, checking, 155-156
as main feature of Google, 5, 8
matching to search queries, 35-36
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paid inclusion, 5
provided by many search engines, 58
ranking of, 37-42, 543-544
retrieval of, 32
tied to search engine optimization, 5

organic search, 5, 57-58
basic steps for search marketing

indexing of Web pages, 58, 64
keyword choice, 58, 64
optimized content, 58, 64

benefits of
easy to get started, 64
highly qualified visitors, 62
low cost of, 62-63
syndication across search 

engines, 63
compared to other search marketing 

techniques, 79
costs of, 58-59

for content and technology 
changes, 60-61

as not always prohibitive, 62-63
projecting, for optimization, 193-194
for search marketing consultants, 59-60

getting started with, 64
keywords, limited number per landing

page, 287
paid inclusion, 61
results of, 62
risks of, 224
strategies to cope with competition,

545-546
technologies, 63

organizations. See also individual 
organizational types

conglomerates, 177
functional, 175-176

multinational, 176-177
product-oriented, 176

origination Web pages, 340
outbound links, 351

criteria for establishing, 351
opening new browser windows for, 352
as “resources” rather than links, 351

Overture
acquisition by Yahoo!, 19, 42
history of, 19
paid placement ads on Microsoft Live

Search, 11
Precision Match technology of, 42
query tracking tool, 214

P

Page, Larry, 8
page ranking factors, 298-299

freshness, 299
link popularity, 299
page style, 300
popularity data, 299
site organization, 300
spam, absence of, 300
URL length and depth, 299

page title
changing in a dynamic Web 

page, 334-335
as component of paid placement ad, 434
as component of search result, 91, 94
errors in coding of, 253
as factor in search ranking, 39, 49-50
importance to searchers, 93-94
improving content of, 323-325
measuring success of, 319-320
tips for writing, 435

page views, 137-138
compared to “hits,” 138
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how measured, 138
log files, 138
Web site visits, 139

PageRank algorithm (Google), 41-42, 365
as based on bid and clickthrough 

rate, 388, 409
as discouraging bidding tactics,

388, 409-410
how it works, 365
importance of, 365
page ranking factor, 299
rankings of, 361
rewarding higher clickthrough,

388, 405, 441
stability of, 388, 409
use in scoring links for auditing 

purposes, 358-359
paid content, 534-536
paid inclusion, 5, 47, 61, 259

benefits of, 260-261
costs of, 260
getting started with, 261-263
as offered by Yahoo!, 63, 260
reports of, 280
tips for making the most of, 264-266
types of

single URL submission, 259
trusted feed, 259

paid links, 6, 374-377
buying Web sites to acquire quality links

and content, 377
deciding how much to pay for, 377
hostility of search engines towards,

375-376
as ignored by most searchers, 92
negotiating, 377-378
as no help with organic search 

rankings, 375

sources of, 376
use to increase conversions, 376
watching out for scams, 377

paid placement optimization
bid management tools, 414

agreements of some with Yahoo!, 418
automation, 417
costs of, 418
standalone tools, list of, 416-417
as supporting bidding tactics, 417

bidding on keywords, 431-433
minimum and maximum bids, 431
staying within budget, 432-433

bidding strategy for, 410, 426-431
bidding strategies, 427
measuring success of, factors in, 429
mistakes by newbies, 428
objective bidding, 428-430
self-funding strategy, 430
as supported by bid management 

tools, 415
budgeting for, 405-408

as different for Google and Yahoo!,
405-406

estimates, as difficult, 407-408
specific costs, 405
when bidding on keywords, 432-433

campaign measurement and adjustment,
441-444

resolving low click issues, 443
resolving low conversion 

issues, 443-444
choosing between Google and Yahoo!, 409
conversions, patterns of, 416
copywriting for, 433-434

best practices, 435
editing ad copy, 436
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sample paid placement ad, 434
tips for Google and Yahoo!, 434

geographic targeting, 425-426
keywords, organizing, 422
keywords, selecting, 419-420

brand awareness, 420
trademarks, 421

managing ads, 436-438
auto-optimization feature (Google), 438
Dynamic Keyword Insertion 

(Google), 437-438
match types for keywords, 423-425
rejection of ads, 441
setting up accounts, 408-409, 412-413
targets for first campaign, selecting, 419

paid placement. See also Google
AdWords; paid placement optimization; 
Precision Match

benefits of
highly qualified visitors, 75
immediate results, 75
listings targeted to audience, 77-78
local searches, 77-78
low costs of, 76
payment only for visits, 76-77
syndication across search engines, 77

challenges of
bidding tactics, as potentially 

costly, 410
click fraud, 76-77
page content inappropriate to 

listing, 78
removal of listing for poor 

performance, 75
as compared to other search marketing

techniques, 79
contextual advertising, as form of, 72, 114

costs of, 72
compared, 73-74
creative work, 72
management, 72-73
per-action fee (cost per action), 73
per-click fee (cost per click), 73, 386
per-impression fee (cost per 

thousand), 73
projecting, 196
“scarcity principle,” as 

determining, 399
display of results, 70-71
fixed placement, 72, 387
getting started with, 78
Google and Yahoo!, as leaders in,

70, 194, 386
involvement of sales people in, 210
landing pages, as not required to be 

linked to site, 287
list of search engines offering, 71
market awareness Web sites, 114
matching search queries, 36-37
ranking of search query matches, 42-43
rapid growth of, 5, 18
rejection of listings, 78, 441
review and approval by brand 

managers, 209
risks for search marketing 

campaign, 224-225
strategies to cope with competition, 546
vendors and micro-vendors of, 386

paid results, 5-6
Goto.com, as launching system of, 19
paid inclusion, 5, 61
paid listings or directories, 6
paid placement, 5, 57, 61, 70-72
as revenue generator for Google,

8, 42-43
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uniform appearance of, 43
paid search optimization. See paid placement;

paid placement optimization
paid search. See also contextual advertising;

local search engines; local searches; paid
placement; shopping search engines

benefits of
adaptability to site content 

changes, 385
highly qualified visitors, 384
immediate results, 384
listings targeted to audience, 384
low costs of, 384
near-total message control, 385-386
payment only for visits, 384
unlimited keyword targeting,

384-385
bid management tools, 414

selection of, 414-415
standalone tools, 416-417

campaign measurement and adjustment,
441, 443-444

costs of, 386
landing pages, guidelines for, 440-441
market principles of, 398-399

auction pricing (“scarcity 
principle”), 399

efficiency theory, 399-401
starting small and measuring 

progress, 402-404
using money from other 

budgets, 401-402
search marketing vendor, working 

with, 414-415
setting up accounts for, 409
steps to success, 445-446
Web conversions at low cost, 396-398

paid spokespersons, 503
parameters in dynamic URLs, 246-247
passable content, 498
patients, behavior of, 84
Payperpost.com, 503
PDAs (personal digital assistants), 542
PDF (Portable Document Format) files, 48
per-action fee (cost per action), 73-74, 260
per-click fee (cost per click), 73-74,

260, 386
per-impression fee (cost per thousand),

73-74, 387
Performics (search marketing 

vendor), 415
personal development in search marketing,

techniques for
continuous learning, 547-548

conferences, 548-549
Web sites and blogs, 548-550

gaining experience, 547
personal digital assistants (PDAs), 542
personality-based social media, 499
personalization, 541-544

factors affecting
demographics, 542
geography, 541
handheld devices, 542
information alerts, 542-543
interests, 542
Internet use at home, 542
language, 541

and privacy issues, 543
of searches, 304
site requirements for, 249

persuasion, Web sites engaged in, 104, 114
behavior model for political campaign,

136-137
extended team members of, 208
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to help people, 116
to influence public opinion, 115-116,

136-137
calls to action, as way of measuring 

success, 115-116
short-term nature of, as favoring paid

placement, 116
informational searchers, 115-116

phonemes, 493
phrases, as factors in search query 

analysis, 34
pictures

importance of alt text in describing, 51
as unreadable by search engines, 50-52

Placement targeting, 391
plural and singular forms, as factors in 

search query analysis, 33
podcasts, 491-494
political campaign Web sites. See persuasion,

Web sites engaged in
politics, use of Internet for

fundraising, 137
influencing others, 137
sample behavior model of, 136-137

pop-up blockers, 243
pop-up windows, 243
portals, 28

America Online (AOL), 11
Excite, 13
Yahoo!, 9

Position Tech (search marketing 
consultant), 265

Powell’s Books Web site, 245
PPC Audit (click fraud detection 

company), 442
PR Weaver (link audit tool), 361-362

precision and recall, as used to evaluate
organic results, 36-37

Precision Match (paid placement 
program), 57, 71

bid management, 388
bidding costs, 388
high bidder technique, 388
rankings on, 388

Precision Match (Yahoo!), 42
premium services, as provided 

online, 133-136
Prentice Hall Web site, 331
press releases

versus blogs, 480
as source of quality inbound links, 368

PriceGrabber, 438
Procter & Gamble, separate product 

Web sites of, 24-25, 350
product lines

changes to, as challenge for company 
Web sites, 47

as handled by large company Web 
sites, 23-25

product-oriented organizations, 176
Apple Computer, 176
centralization of search marketing 

tasks in, 184
General Electric, 176

profit margin, as factor in bidding strategy
success, 429

promotional Web sites. See market awareness
(promotional) Web sites

PubCon (conference), 548-549
public relations people

as dealing with “negative” Web sites, 211
press releases generated by, 210-211

pull-down navigation, 244
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pure online Web sites (online delivery), 104
behavior models for different 

business types
e-book store, 122-123
software download store, 122-123

Charles Schwab, 104
Web Conversion Cycle, 122

Q

query filters, 301-302
query ranking factors, 298-303

contextual relevancy, 304
keyword density, 303
keyword frequency, 303
keyword prominence, 303
query intent, 303
term proximity, 304-305
term rarity, 304

R

rank-checking tools, 462
ranking algorithm, 37-38, 298, 305. See also

PageRank algorithm (Google)
page factors, 298-300
query factors, 298, 301-305

rankings, social media, 501
ratings, 486-487
recall and precision, as used to evaluate

organic results, 36-37
recommendations, 497
redirects to other Web pages, 215

improper use of, as problematic for 
spiders, 250-252

JavaScript redirects, 251
meta refresh redirects, 251

“page not found” errors, 250

reasons for, 250
server-side (“301”) redirects, as used to

facilitate indexing, 250-252
temporary (“302”) redirects, 251-252

referrals from other Web pages
public relations people, as important in

obtaining, 211
referrers (pages immediately preceding 

site visits), 158-159
search referrals (from search 

engines), 159
referrer (page immediately preceding site

visit), 158-159
relational links (from business 

relationships), 367-369
negotiating, 378
from press releases, 368
from sponsorships, 368
from trade associations, 368

relevance, ranking of search results by, 38
replacing search engines, 525
reputation, 498
result metrics, 520-521
results of Web site searches, 511
retailers and manufacturers as online 

competitors, 106-109
comparison of Web content, 107-109
disintermediation (elimination of 

middleman), pros and cons of, 106-107
distribution and customer service 

issues, 106-107
frequent return visits, as favoring 

retailers, 109
search marketing techniques of, 107-109

personalization to ensure return 
visits, 109

third-party and customer product
reviews, 107
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search queries for brand names
as favoring manufacturers, 109
as favoring retail and review sites,

157, 166
return on advertising spending (ROAS), as

factor in bidding strategy success, 429
return on investment (ROI), as factor in 

bidding strategy success, 429
revenue, as generated by search 

marketing efforts
calculating value of Web 

conversions, 140
calculating value of Web site 

visitors, 141
Web site searches, 518

reviews, 486-487
robots metatag, 242-243
robots.txt file, 216, 240-241
RSS Version 1, 482
RSS Version 2, 482

S

sales conversions, 120, 128
sales people, 210
Sasaki, Curt, 487
SBC Communications, as offering local

search, 393
scope of search marketing program,

172-173
determining, 177-178
organizational structure, 174-175

conglomerates, 177
functional, 175-176
multinational, 176-177
product-oriented, 176

roles of employees, 177

size of company, factors affected 
by, 177-178

flexibility, 173
name recognition, 174
resources, 174

size of company, factors affecting, 173
screen readers, 51
scrolling, 93
Search Engine Journal (blog), 550
Search Engine Land (Web site), 549
search engine marketing (SEM), 7
Search Engine Marketing Professional 

Organization, 187
search engine optimization (SEO), 5, 58
search engine reputation management, 545
Search Engine Round Table (Web site), 550
Search Engine Strategies (SES) 

(conference), 548
Search Engine Watch (Web site), 549
search engines. See also AOL Search; Ask

Jeeves; Google; Live Search; Yahoo!
banning or penalizing of sites by,

231-234, 265
blogs, 483
checking pages for inclusion in,

153, 230-231
as compared to directories, 19
criteria for acceptance of pages. See

search filters
customizing, 526
following of links by, 234
history of, 19
how they work, 32
keywords in different languages, 287
link popularity

as determining high page and query
rankings, 342-343

criteria for, 341-342
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links, 338-339
local search engines, 14, 182, 191
local searches, 392-393
metasearch engines, 13-14
new media, 488-490
podcasts, 492
popularity of, 37
ranking algorithms of, 37-38
referrals from, 159
relationships between, 53-54
replacing, 525
reporting spam violations to, 364, 373
shopping search engines, 14-16, 394-396
“spamming” of, 232-234
specialty search engines, 16-17, 534-535
spiders, 43-47
submitting sites to, 234-235
targeting, 180-182
value of links, 343

search facilities, 505
search filters, 294

for adult or sensitive content, 297
country and region filters, 295-297
for inappropriate or offensive 

language, 297
language filters, 294-295
preference settings for searchers, 297
query filters, 301-302
for specific document types, 297

search index. See also paid inclusion; 
spiders; spider traps

addition of pages to, 43-44, 52-53
inclusion in

checking for, 153, 230-231, 459-460
problems with, identifying and 

resolving, 460

non-inclusion in, reasons for, 230-231
banned or penalized sites, 231-234, 265
spiders not visiting, 232-235

retrieval of pages from, 35-36
revisiting by spiders, 47
seed list, as basis for, 44
trusted feed, as way of building, 47-48

search landing pages, 151
search marketing, 3. See also search

marketing proposal
for affiliate marketers, 112
best practices for, establishing, 450-455
combating search toolbars, 517
comparison of techniques, 79
conferences, 548-549
consultants, 21, 59-60, 187

costs of hiring, 59
small companies as more likely to 

hire, 174
consulting companies involved in, 21-22
as cost-effective, 20-21
costs, projecting, 193

organic optimization costs, 193-194
paid placement costs, 196
personnel costs, 196-197

as important component of marketing 
mix, 18-22

to improve organic search results, 58, 64
to increase impulse purchases, 105
for informational queries, 90
internal/external, 184-185
justifying

by calculating value of Web 
conversions, 140

by calculating value of Web site 
visitors, 141
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by large companies, 22-23
less flexibility, 173
link popularity, 174, 544
multiple audiences, 25-26
multiple countries, 25-27
multiple product sites, 23-25
multiple specialist teams, 23
multiple technologies, 27-28
name recognition, 174, 544
resources, as poorly used, 174

measuring success of. See searching mar-
keting success, measuring

for navigational queries
allowing for domain misspellings, 88
countering “negative” sites, 87
indexing of Web pages, 87
providing strong description, 87

personnel costs, 196-197
personal development strategies for

continuous learning, 547-548
gaining experience, 547

relationships between search 
engines, 53-54

by retailers and manufacturers, 107-109
for shopping search engines, 15
by small companies, advantages of

flexibility, 173
less name recognition, 174
resources, as well used, 174

strategy
costs, 193-197
division of work, 178-184
as done internally or externally, 184-193
scope, 172-178
strategies to cope with 

competition, 544-546
tools, 181-183
for transactional queries, 90
trends in. See search marketing trends

vendors. See search marketing vendors
as way to attract prospective customers, 20
and Web Conversion Cycle, 95-99

Buy stage, 97-99
Get stage, 97
Learn stage, 96-99
Shop stage, 97-99
Use stage, 97-99

Web sites and blogs, for information 
on, 548-550

search marketing consultants, 21, 59-60, 187
costs of hiring, 59
small companies as more likely to hire, 174

search marketing costs, projecting, 193
organic optimization costs, 193-194
paid placement costs, 196
personnel costs, 196-197

Search Marketing Expo (conference), 548
search marketing proposal. See also

executives; Snap Electronics
business case for, 200
for first search marketing campaign

business case for, 203
business plan for, 204-206

for search marketing program
business case for, 202-203
costs of, 202
projected revenue from, 201-202
referrals from search engines, as

projected, 201
selling to company executives, 220-225
selling to extended search team, 206-208

search marketing success, measuring. See also
Snap Electronics

assessing current situation, 150-160
checking indexing of landing 

pages, 153-154
checking search rankings of 

competition, 157-158
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checking search rankings of landing
pages, 154-157

checking traffic, 158-160
identifying landing pages, 150-153
tracking progress of paid search 

campaigns, 160
calculating opportunity, 160-168

discovering missed opportunities,
161-162

projecting future conversions, 167-168
projecting future traffic, 162-167

eMetrics Summit conference on, 549
reviewing measurements

to change organizational 
behavior, 472-473

to chart successes and failures, 474
summary of steps needed, 169
targeting first campaign, 144-150

as based on Web site goals, 144
choosing target area, 144-146
focusing on appropriate keywords,

146-150
tracking progress, 455

assessing site content, 456-460
calculating Web conversions from

search, 468-472
checking search rankings, 461-464
monitoring search referrals, 464-468
reviewing measurements with 

others, 472-474
search marketing tools, 181-183
search marketing trends

competition, 544-546
from foreign companies, 545
from large companies, 544-545
from other local companies, 545

content
consumer-generated content, 535
desktop content, 535
hidden content, 534
multimedia content, 534-536
paid content, 534-536
specialty content, 534-535

personalization, 541-544
demographics, 542
geography, 541
handheld devices, 542
information alerts, 542-543
interests, 542
Internet use at home, 542
language, 541
and privacy issues, 543

technology
deep text analytics, 538-539
direct answers, 536
keyword assistance, 537-538
multifaceted search, 540-541

search marketing vendors
choosing to hire, factors in, 184-185
final decision on, 191-192
flexibility of, 189
global search marketing vendors, 191
in-house program, 192-193
industry conferences for, 187-188
personnel costs, 197
resources, 187-188
selected companies, 414-415
selection of

creating candidate list, 187-188
deciding vendor requirements, 186
meeting account teams, 190
meeting vendors, 188-190

site audits or project plans, 189
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“spammers,” learning to spot, 189,
372-373

types of, 187
search operators, 35

to check number of inbound links, 356-358
to check number of indexed pages, 237-238
to search for appropriate landing 

pages, 313
search query analysis

antiphrases, 34
phrases, 34
search operators, use of, 35
spelling, 33
stop words, 34
word order, 34-35
word variants, 33

search query
analysis of, 33-35

antiphrases, 34
phrases, 34
search operators, use of, 35
spelling, 33
stop words, 34
word order, 34-35
word variants, 33

future trends affecting
deep text analytics, 538-539
direct answers, 536
keyword assistance, 537-538
multifaceted search, 540-541

identifying keywords in, 159
informational

intent of, 89
as most popular, 86-87

matching of, 33-36
for organic results, 35-36
for paid results, 36-37

navigational
as among most popular, 86-87
competition among, as low, 87
examples of, 85
marketing for, 87-88
as sometimes ambiguous, 85

transactional
as leading to impulse purchases, 106
as most difficult to optimize for, 90

search ranking. See also page ranking factors;
query ranking factors

for affiliate marketers, as low, 112
checking. See search ranking, checking
“consideration set” (top listings),

importance of inclusion in, 20,
156, 269

creation of special landing pages for, 154
factors in, 298

page factors, 298-300
query factors, 298, 301-305

as improved by simultaneous organic and
paid listings, 79

of organic search matches, 37-39
as important to searchers, 92-93
keyword density, 38-39
keyword prominence, 39-40, 48
keyword proximity, 39
link popularity, 41
metatags, 48-50
by relevance, 38

of paid placement matches, 42-43
of resellers and review sites, 157,

166, 174
of resellers, 22
ranking algorithm, 37-38, 41-42
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search ranking, checking, 154-156
as affected by personalization, 543-544
to ensure indexing of pages, 461-464

as frowned upon by search 
engines, 462

for pages of competitors, 462-463
methods of
rank checkers, fee-based, 462
tools for, 462

as including only organic results,
155-156

methods of
automated tools, 155
hand-checking, 154-155
Keyword Tracker (free tool), 155

for “negative” sites, 211
for pages of competitors, 157-158
as “tainted” search, 282

search referrals (from search engines),
159, 464

checking for possible keywords, 279
as identifying search query that led to site

visit, 159
measuring

of overall referrals, 464-465
of paid referrals, 466-467
of referrals by keyword, 467-468
of referrals by search engine, 465-466

microsites, as way to track, 470
search result text. See also snippet

analyzing, 319-322
components of, 91, 94
improving, 323-330

search results. See also search result text
display of, 31, 43, 53
language, as used to limit, 50
new media, 489

order of. See search ranking
precision and recall, 36-37
subject categories (“communities”), 50
success of

exact matches to query words, 93
high ranking, 92-93
low prices or offers, 93
trusted sources or brand names, 93

types of, 5-6
organic (natural), 5
paid, 5-6

as viewed by searchers, 92-93
search share, calculation of, 465
search term, 33

proximity of, 304-305
rarity of, 304

search toolbars, 230-231, 515
search tools, 517
search types

blended searches, 489
Internet searches. See Internet searches
multifaceted searches, 528
multiple-click searches, 520
no-click searches, 520
no-conversion searches, 521
no-result searches, 520
optimizing blogs for, 482-483
social media, 500-504
Web site searches. See Web site searches

search user interfaces, 527-530
searchers. See also visitors to Web sites

“context” of, as determining search result
rankings, 304

behavior of
clicking, 93
scanning rather than reading, 92-93
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scrolling, as avoided by, 93
when visiting Web sites, 82, 95

content writers as, 214
eye-tracking analytics, 92-93
gauging intent of, 84-85, 89
geographic targeting of, 78, 541
growth in numbers of, 4
identification of, 541-543
as nonvisitors, 160-162
organic results, 92-93
organic search results, 62
as prospective customers, 20, 62
qualifying before they click, 437
query intent of, 303
snippet, 93-94
speed of, 93
types of, 84

informational searchers, 89-90
navigational searchers, 85-87
transactional searchers, 90-91

seed list, as basis for search index, 44
SEM (search engine marketing), 7
SEO (search engine optimization), 5
SEOElite (link audit tool), 361, 380
SEOmoz Blog (blog), 550
Separate bidding for contextual 

advertising, 391
server-side (“301”) redirects, 250-252

double redirects (“hops”), 251-252
temporary (“302”) redirects, 251-252

session identifiers, 246
sessions (Web site visits), 139
Shop stage of Web Conversion Cycle,

97, 288-289
shopping search engines. See also Google

Product Search; Yahoo! Shopping
around the world, 395-396
bid management tools, 414

budgeting for, 408
competitive nature of, 396
data, optimization of, 438-439
merchant ratings on, 438, 440
multifaceted search, 539-540
new clients, 411
pricing structure of, 398
ranking algorithms of, 38
reasons for use, 438-439
signing up with, 411
targets for first campaign,

selecting, 418-419
trusted feed, as used by, 48, 61, 259, 540

Shopping.com, 16, 58, 438-440, 539-540
Shopzilla, 411, 438
single URL submission programs (paid 

inclusion), 259-262
SingleFeed, 395
“single-pixel tracking” of page views,

138, 469
singular and plural forms, as factors in 

search query analysis, 33
Site Content Analyzer, 318, 458
site maps, 61, 256-258

as helping spiders go through non-indexed
Web sites, 235

hub pages, 256-257
importance of, 217
as spider path, 256-258
Web site size as factor in creation 

of, 256-257
Site Match (Yahoo! paid inclusion 

program), 260-262
Site Match Xchange (Yahoo! paid inclusion

program), 260
site operations people, 218

metrics specialists, 218-219
Web site governance specialists, 219-220
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Six Apart, 498
Smart Pricing algorithm (Google), 408
Snap Electronics (fictional company), 145

Black Hat Camera (fictional retailer),
search results competitor

high number of links, 323, 362-363
link audit of, 362-363

central search team, costs of staffing, 197
content scorecard for, 456-457
costs of first campaign, 197-198
costs, projected, 202

organic optimization, 194
paid placement, 195
search marketing program, 198

digital camera, 146, 178
division of search marketing tasks, 184
dynamic Web page title, changing, 334-335
first search marketing campaign

business case for, 203
business plan for, 204-205
referrals from search engines, 201

future conversions and revenue, 168
incremental revenue from search referrals,

calculating, 471
keyword demand for selected phrases, 165
landing page content, analysis of, 319

body text, 321-322
page title, 319-320
snippet, 320-321

landing page content, optimization of
page title, 323-325
snippet, 325-326

landing pages for, 151-153
complete list of, 152-153
existing pages, 151-152
inclusion in search index, checking, 154
measuring success of, 319-322

new pages, 151-152
ranking check of, 156
ranking scorecard for, 463-464

link popularity
analysis of, 322-323
as compared to competitors, 322-323

missed opportunities for, 161-162
as offline sales company, 146
optimization of pages “on the fly,” 265
paid placement experiment of,

167, 178, 403
ad copy adjustments to boost click 

rate, 444-445
bid limits, 195, 407
bidding on keywords by, 431-432, 444
as determining optimal bid for 

keywords, 430
projected costs of, 195
referrals from search engines, 201

product suitability, evaluating, 145-146
projected revenue from search 

marketing, 168
referrals from search engines,

159, 166, 201
robots metatags, 243
scope of search marketing program, 178
search landing pages for, 355
search marketing campaigns of, 172
search marketing program

business case for, 202-203
projected costs of, 202
projected revenue from, 201-202
referrals from search engines, as 

projected, 201
scope of, 464-465

search marketing vendors, 188-191
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search ranking for selected keyword
phrases, 156

as compared to competitors, 157-158
as projected in future, 165-166
as returning retail and review sites, 157
checking of, 463
on Google and AOL Search, 156

search referrals, monitoring of
by keyword (one month), 467
by keyword (overall), 467-468
overall, 464-465
by search engine, 465-466

search share, calculation of, 465
shopping search signup experiences 

of, 409-411
target keywords for, 147-149, 276

adjectives, brainstorming for, 278
as assigned to Web Conversion Cycle,

by stage, 288-290
final list of, 149
as needing to reflect more qualified 

visitors, 158
nouns, brainstorming for, 277-278
quality, as emphasized over price,

148, 166
ranking scorecard for, 463

Web copy, for digital camera campaign,
evolution of, 306-307

SnapShot digital camera, as focus of first Snap
marketing campaign, 146

sneezers, 498
snippet (summary text), 43, 53, 320

adjusting Web content to enhance, 87, 94
exact match to search query, as factor in

success, 90-91, 93
example of, as poorly written, 87, 94
as generated by search engine, 91, 94

improving content of, 325-326
measuring success of, 320-321
on Google and Yahoo!, 320, 326
summarization technology, 538
as text most read by searchers, 93-94

social bookmarking, 499
social bookmarking sites, 500
social computing, 480
social media

searches, 500-504
types of, 499-500
unethical activity, 502
viral marketing, 497-499, 502

social media marketing, 496
social tagging, 499
software download requirements, as 

problematic for spiders, 249
solicited links, 369-374

criteria for choosing sites, 369
negotiating, 378
sources of potential links

directories, 370-373
other sources, 373-374

spotting link farms, 372-373
Sony, 107-109, 503
sorting of search results. See search ranking
spamming

reporting, 364
of search engines, as leading to 

penalization, 231-234, 300-301, 364
spam on Web sites, as lowering page 

ranking, 300
specific techniques

doorway pages, 300
duplicate metatags, 301
duplicate Web sites, 301
hidden text, 301
keyword stuffing or loading, 300, 331
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as way to boost link popularity, 346
specific techniques
blog spamming, 346-347, 362-363
e-mail spamming to request 

links, 346
fake two-way links, 346
guest book spamming, 346
hidden links, 346
link farms, 346, 362, 372-373

special inclusion operators, 153
specialty content, 534-535
specialty directories, 371-372
specialty search engines

content handled by, 534-535
fixed placement, as used by, 72

speech recognition, 493
spelling, as factor in search query 

analysis, 33
spider paths, 255

country maps, 258
site maps, 256-258

spider traps, 240
trusted feeds, as helpful in dealing with,

259
types of

cookies, 248
dynamic Web pages and URLs,

244-248
Flash, 249, 254-255
frames, 255
JavaScript, 244, 249, 253
large-size pages, 252-253
personalization requirements, 249
pop-up windows, 243
pull-down navigation, 243-244
redirects, as improperly used,

250-252

robots directives, 240-243
software download requirements, 249
unavailability of Web site, 252

using Lynx browser to view, 249
spiders, 44. See also spider paths; spider traps

changing Web pages, as challenge for, 47,
61, 75, 179-180, 215

document formats readable by, 249
encouraging visits by, 256-258

country maps, 258
site maps, 256-258

following of links by, 45-46
instructions to, as handled by 

Webmasters, 216
non-visits, reasons for, 231-234
problematic technologies faced by, 60-61,

154, 174, 217, 370, 452, 456, 460
remembering of links by, 46-47
site availability, 215
as sometimes blocked by Webmasters,

216, 240-243
as used to build search index, 43-47
as used to help identify non-inclusion 

problems, 237
user agent names, as identifying, 233

splogs, 484
“Sponsor Listings” (paid placement 

listings), 57
Spool, Jared, 511
Sports Illustrated Web site, 114
StarTrek.com, 112
static Web pages, 244-245
Sterne, Jim, 160, 549
stop words, as factors in search query 

analysis, 34
style guide developers, 217-218
subject directories. See directories
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submission of Web sites, to search engines,
234-235

success of search marketing program,
measuring

as determined by Web site goals, 103
for offline sales, as difficult, 110
for Web sales sites, as easy, 104, 110
for Web sites engaged in persuasion,

115-116
Suchmaschinen-Marketing (conference), 549
summarization (form of deep text 

analytics), 538
Sun Microsystems, 487
survey metrics, 519-520
syndication of search results, 428

T

target area for first search marketing 
campaign, factors in choosing

high profile, 144
measurable business impact, 144-145
practicality, of working with teams, 145
simplicity, 145

target keywords, 146-150
brainstorming for, 277

adjectives, 278
nouns, 277-278

brand names, 148, 420
“cold” keywords, 274-275

as changing by audience, 275
as changing in translation, 274

generic names, as best choices, 148-150
“hot” keywords, 271-274

acronyms, 274
broad or multiple meanings, 273-274
broad subject matter, 272-273
as changing from singular to plural, 274

involvement of brand managers in, 209
“just right” keywords, 275-276
keyword assistance, 537-538
Keyword Selector Tool, 147
less popular keywords, 148-149, 270
“mega-keywords,” competition for, 149
for paid placement campaigns, 419-420

brand names, 420
geographic targeting for, 425-426
match types for, 423-425
organization of, 422-423
return on spending/investment by, 429

for paid search campaigns, 384-385
as search marketing task, 180-182
variant words and phrases, accounting 

for, 148-150
Tawadros, John (iProspect), 22
teams

as divided by specialty, 175
for search marketing, 178-179

central search team, 178-179
extended search team, 179

technologists, 215
information architects, 217
style guide developers, 217-218
Web developers, 216-217
Webmasters, 215-216

technology
improving technologies that affect your

search, 526-527
improving Web site searches, 525-527

Teoma (search engine), 63
term frequency, as factor in search ranking, 38
“three-second” rule for writing Web copy, 98
Tide laundry detergent Web site, 23-24
Time Warner, 11
Tivo Web site, 6
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toolbars, search toolbars, 515-517
trackbacks, 482
trademarks, bidding on, 421
traffic. See Web traffic
transactional searchers, 90-91
transactional searches

as leading to impulse purchases, 106
as most difficult to optimize for, 90

translators, 214-215
Trellian’s Keyword Discovery, 284
trend analysis of Web traffic results, 139-140
trusted feed, 47-48, 61

as enabling multifaceted search, 540
as form of paid inclusion, 259
data required by, 262-263
Inktomi, as pioneer in, 263
optimization “on the fly,” 265
submitting site to, 262
vendors of, 265
XML, 262-263
Yahoo! Site Match Xchange, 260

TurboTax software, 99
Tweet Scan, 485
tweets, 485
Twitter, 485
types of social media, 499-500
typography, as factor in search query 

analysis, 33

U

unethical activity, 502
Uniform Resource Locator (URL), 23. See

also dynamic URLs
as added to search index, 53
of changed pages, checking links 

to, 458-459
as component of search result, 91

of dynamic Web page, 245-246
as not remembered by consumers, 269-270
checking for inclusion in search 

index, 153-154
display URL, 434-436
length and depth of, 299
name and permanence of, 215
of page immediately preceding each site

visit (referrer), 158-159
redirects as way of dealing with 

change, 215
session identifier in, 61, 246-248
of static Web page, 244-245
tracking parameter in, 469

unique visitors, to Web sites, 139
Universal Search, 489
usage metrics, 519
use inclusion programs

free programs, 258
paid inclusion, 259
Sitemaps, 259

Use stage of Web Conversion Cycle, 97-98
as often absent for pure online 

businesses, 122
technical support, importance of 

providing, 98
user agents, 232-233

identifying site visitors and spiders, 233
use by spammers to fool search 

engines, 233-234

V

Verizon SuperPages, 14, 393
video, 494-495
viral marketing, 497-499, 502
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visitors to Web sites. See also Web 
Conversion Cycle

behavior of, 82, 95, 121-122
as buyers, 82-83, 96-97

impulse purchases by, 104-105
primary and selective demand 

modes of, 82-83, 96
Web Conversion Cycle, 95-98

counting. See Web traffic metrics systems
identifying as unique, 139
pages viewed by, 139
as patients, 84
quality of, 347-348
technical support for, 98
user agent names, 233
value of, calculating, 141
as voters, 83-84

visits to Web sites, 139
double-counting of, 139
as used to calculate conversion 

rates, 120-121
voters, behavior of, 83-84

W

Wal-Mart, 503
Watchfire (content reporter), 457-458
weather.com, 388
Web 2.0

blogs, 480-484
defined, 480
message boards, 487-488
microblogging, 484-485
ratings and reviews, 486-487
wikis, 485-486

Web beacons, 138

Web content
to attract specific searchers, 89

informational, 90, 96-99, 112
transactional, 89-91, 98-99

ensuring legality of, 212
to enhance snippet copy, 87, 94
of retailers and manufacturers, 107-109
as scanned rather than read, 92-93
for technical support, 98-99
trends in, as factors in search marketing

consumer-generated content, 535
desktop content, 535
fact-rich content, 539
hidden content, 534
multimedia content, 534-536
paid content, 534-536
specialty content, 534-535

to turn searchers into customers, 76, 95
as used by affiliate marketers, 112
Web site goals, 103
writing, with search marketing in 

mind, 212-214
Web content. See also writers

of paid placement ads, 434
proper organization of, 300
standards for, establishing and 

enforcing, 452
writing with search marketing in 

mind, 306-308
Web Conversion Cycle, 95-99

assigning keywords to, by stage, 288-290
Buy stage, 97-99, 295
Get stage, 97, 122
Learn stage, 96-99, 130
Shop stage, 97-99
Use stage, 97-99, 122
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Web conversions, 120
calculating to monitor changes in,

468-469
for offline sales sites

as expressed in terms of 
revenue, 128-129

rates of, 127-128
value of, 129

increasing, 270-271
rates of, calculating, 120-121, 469

as affected by double-counting, 139
for offline sales Web sites, 127-128

timing of, 416
tracking

affiliate codes, 469
cookies, 469-470
to determine referrals and revenue,

471-472
for effective keyword planning, 288
to evaluate search marketing success,

468-469, 474
microsites, 470
programmed tracking parameters, 469
URL tracking parameters, 469

value of, calculating, 140
to determine bids, 400
on individual basis, 129

Web Conversion Cycle, 95-99
assigning keywords to, by 

stage, 288-290
Buy stage, 97-99, 295
Get stage, 97, 122
Learn stage, 96-99, 130
Shop stage, 97-99
Use stage, 97-99, 122

Web design
Cascading Style Sheets, 330
as page ranking factor, 300

Web developers, 216-217
Web feeds, 483
web marketing ethics test, 502-503
Web measurement programs, 138
Web metrics specialists, 218-219
Web metrics. See Web sites,

measuring success of
Web pages

changes to, 47, 179-180, 215
content of. See Web content
indexed pages, checking for, 237

search operators, 237-238
tools for, 238-239

language of, 50
number on Web sites, estimating,

236-237, 460
public versus private, 236
redirects to other pages, 215
size as potential problem for 

spiders, 252-253
types as posited by “bow-tie”

theory, 340. See also individual 
page types

Web sales, 103-104
behavior models, for different 

business types
book store, 124
e-book store, 122-123
personal computer sales, 121-122
software download store, 122-123

as differentiated by delivery 
mode, 104-105
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impulse purchases, rapid growth of,
104-105

music downloads, impact of, 105
online trading, impact of, 105
retailers vs. manufacturers, 106-109
Web Conversion Cycle, 121-122

Web searching
as cultural phenomenon, 4
growth of, 4
history of, 19

Web servers, 27, 252
Web site availability, 215, 252
Web site design, 217
Web site goals. See also individual 

Web site types
as determining search marketing 

success, 103
juggling multiple goals, 117
types of Web site goals

information and entertainment,
104, 114

leads (new customers), 104, 111-113
market awareness (promotion), 104,

113-114
offline sales, 103, 110-111
persuasion, 104, 114-116
Web sales, 103-109

types of Web sites
comparison of, 118
information and entertainment,

133-136
leads (new customers), 130-132
market awareness (promotion), 132-133
offline sales, 124-129
persuasion, 136-137
Web sales, 121-124

as used to target first search marketing
campaign, 144

Web site governance specialists, 219-220
Web site navigation

as handled by information 
architects, 217

importance to increasing impulse 
purchases, 105

site map and site index, 217
Web site searches, 506

disappointment of, 506-507
difficult searches, 510-511
people search after navigation 

fails, 512-513
searchers have high expectations,

507-510
Google, 515
importance of, 513

keeping customers, 515-516
reasons for, 516-517

improving, 521
improving your search user interface,

527-530
improving your site, 522-525
improving your technology, 525-527

letting the searcher feel in control, 529
result metrics, 520-521
results, too many, 511
revenue metrics, 518
survey metrics, 519-520
usage metrics, 519

Web site standards, enforcement of, 219-220,
451-452

Web sites, improving, 522
Long Tail approach, 524-525
search user interfaces, 527-530
technology, 525-527
Top 40 approach, 522-524
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Web sites, measuring success of
counting conversions, 120-121

information and entertainment, 133-136
leads (new customers), 130-132
market awareness (promotion), 132-133
offline sales, 124-129
persuasion, 136-137
Web sales, 121-124

counting revenue, 140-141
counting traffic, 137-140

page views, 137-138
visits and visitors, 139-140

Web sites and blogs for search marketers. See
also individual Web sites and blogs

authors’Web sites, 548
Search Engine Watch, 549

Web technologies
developing, as search marketing 

task, 180, 183
handling of, as challenge, 27-28
implementation affecting search 

marketing efforts, 179-180
poor use by large companies, 174
as problematic for spiders, 60-61, 154, 174,

179-180, 217
specialists in, 23, 215-218
standards, maintenance of, 181-183,

451-452
Web traffic metrics systems, 137. See also

referrals
counting of page views by, 138
as counting Web site visitors, 124, 127
future traffic, estimating, 162-163
measurements of Web traffic

cookies, 139
identifying “hits,” as problematic, 138
page views, 138

visitors (unique visitors), 139
visits (sessions), 139

referrals from other Web pages, 158-159
reporting as search marketing task,

181-183
“single-pixel tracking,” 138
specialists in, 218-219
as tracking referrals from other Web 

sites, 159
as tracking responses to calls to action, 127
trend analysis, 139-140
use of search referrals to identify search

query keywords, 159
use of single metrics program across Web

site, 139-140
value of, calculating, 141

Web use worldwide, 20
Web videos, 494
WebCEO (content reporter), 457-458
WebCrawler (metasearch engine), 19, 71
WebKing (HTML code analyzer), 457
Weblogs (blogs), 480-484, 535

indexing, 483
Marketing Pilgrim, 549
microblogging, 484-485
off-topic postings to, as form of link 

spamming, 346-347, 362-363
Online Marketing Blog, 550
optimizing for searches, 482-483
Search Engine Journal, 550
search engines, 483
SEOmoz Blog, 550
versus press releases, 480

Webmaster Toolkit site, 350
Webmasters, 215-216
WebmasterWorld (Web site), 550
WebmasterWorld’s World of Search 

(conference), 548-549
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WebMD
and battles over multiple directory 

listings, 69
link-building campaign by, 337

WebProNews (Web site), 550
WebTrends (Web measurement 

program), 138
Whois database, 350, 362-363
Whole Foods, 502
widgets, 495
Wikipedia, 485
wikis, 485-486
Windows operating system

possible future search function of, 536
Windows 95, 10

word of e-mail, 497
word of IM, 497
word of mouth marketing, 496
word of Web. See viral marketing
word order, as factor in search query 

analysis, 34-35
word variants, as factors in search query

analysis, 33
Wordtracker (keyword research tool), 275,

281-282
English-only keyword analysis, 282
Keyword Effectiveness Index (KEI) 

analysis, 275, 282
word variations and variants, display 

of, 282
writers, 212

content writers, 213-214
copywriters, 212-213
translators, 214-215

writing for search
“chasing the algorithm”

(overoptimization), 306-307
writing for people as first priority, 306-308

X

Xenu (broken link detector), 237, 457-458
XML in trusted feeds, 262-263, 540
Xybercode Ad Word Analyzer (keyword

research tool), 285

Y-Z

Yahoo!
acquisition of Overture by, 19
Advertiser Center, 195
bid management tools, 75, 418
checking pages for inclusion in 

search index, 153
choosing for paid placement program, 409
contextual advertising, 72, 391-392
as directory, 6, 10, 19, 57, 64
as former partner of Google, 7, 19, 53-54
history of, 10, 19
as leading paid placement vendor, 70
as leading search engine, 7
local search technology, 14, 78, 393
match types for keywords, 423-424
organic search technology of, 63
paid inclusion, 63, 260

Inktomi trusted feed technology, 263
Site Match, 260-262
Site Match Xchange, 260

paid placement account, setting up, 412
paid placement costs, 194
paid placement rankings on, 42-43
as portal, 8-9
rejection of ads by, 441
services requiring searcher 

registration, 304
share of searches worldwide, 10
snippets, as shown on, 326
trademark policy of, 421
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trusted feed, 48
Yahoo! Directory, 57, 64

costs of listing in, 66-67
listings given more weight by search

engines, 68
slow response time, 68
as source of information for soliciting

links, 370
submitting a site to, 69
upgrading listings, 66-67
WebMD, 69

Yahoo! Keyword Selector Tool, 284
Yahoo! Podcasts, 493
Yahoo! Precision Match. See Precision

Match
Yahoo! Search, 19, 536

display of external inbound links 
by, 356-357

display of paid placement results 
by, 70-71

“tainted” searches by search ranking
checkers, 282

trusted feed, 47
Yahoo! Search Marketing Solutions, 19
Yahoo! Shopping, 16, 393

Yang, Jerry, 10
Yellow Pages sites

as local search utilities, 14, 78
as sources of information for 

soliciting links, 371
Young & Rubicam (ad agency), 21, 187

Zeus (link-building process tool), 380
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